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'COVER-UP OF SATANIC CHILD ABUSE IN HAMPSTEAD';
SECURITY SERVICES INVOLVED?

Child pornography is said to be a $20 billion industry.

Here are the allegations concerning an international 'the snuff movie gang' that allegedly
operates in Hampstead, a very wealthy part of London:

The allegations by the family and friends of Alisa and Gabriel come from: Details on the
Satanic Death cult

DISCLAIMER: THE POSTING OF STORIES, COMMENTARIES, REPORTS, DOCUMENTS AND LINKS (EMBEDDED OR OTHERWISE)

ON THIS SITE DOES NOT IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, NECESSARILY EXPRESS OR SUGGEST

ENDORSEMENT OR SUPPORT OF ANY OF SUCH POSTED MATERIAL OR PARTS THEREIN.

1. The child abuse videos are made in several Hampstead schools and at various other

locations in North London, including a Hampstead church.

2. Members of the gang film, edit, translate and sell the movies around Europe, Russia,

Ukraine and the USA.

3. The scores of adults involved include certain school staff, certain parents, a priest and

others.

4. Babies are sexually abused, tortured and murdered.

Satanic ceremonies are carried out.

Anon
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5. The Hampstead gang gets babies from such countries as the USA, South Africa, Portugal,

Spain, South America, China and India. 

6. Locations where the gang meet include an upstairs room in an American fast-food

restaurant.

The boss of the restaurant allows child sacrifice in a secret room.

Babies are prepared and cooked at the restaurant.

1983 - In Jordan, Minnesota, several children made allegations of satanic ritual abuse
against their parents and an unrelated man. The man confessed and then identified a
number of the children’s parents as perpetrators. Twenty-four adults were charged with
child abuse though only three went to trial with two acquittals and one conviction.
[53] Despite strong medical findings of sexual assault, all other charges were dropped.The
children made allegations concerning child pornography, child murder, and ritual sacrifice.

7. The Hampstead gang includes the father of Alisa and Gabriel.

The gang includes a headmistress, a school nurse, a school receptionist, the owners (from
Belgium) of a shoe repair shop, certain Germans, certain East Europeans, certain Indians...

The headmistress has a huge pink birth mark around her shaved front private.The
headmistress is involved in the business of child prostitution, child porn and snuff movies.

One member of the gang regularly travels to Thailand and runs a lucrative child pornography
and snuff movies business.
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Oude Pekela. 1989 - a group of parents published allegations in a conservative magazine
that their children had witnessed Satanic Ritual Abuse and had been ritually abused from
May, 1987 until October 1988 in Oude Pekela, in the Netherlands. During the initial
investigation, only the non-ritual aspects were reported in the press and investigated by
the authorities. In 1989 the Christian news program Tijdsein reported allegations that
included satanic ritual abuse, to which there was no official response. Oude Pekela doctors
Fred Jonker and Ietje Jonker-Bakker alleged that several children had been abused by
unknown men in the context of satanic rituals. 

8. The Hampstead gang includes:

A man who runs a building company and who constructs secret rooms and escape routes.

An Indian who is involved in procuring babies and selling videos.

A Chinese woman who brings babies from China and sells videos.

A woman in the property business who provides babies from the Ukraine and Russia, provides
empty properties for ritual abuse, and sells videos in Ukraine and Russia.

9. The children are frequently injected with drugs to stop them screaming.

Continued here: Details on the Satanic Death cult

According to the mother of Alisa and Gabriel (above):

The mother of Alisa and Gabriel is separated from her former partner Mr D.

Mr D had secretly been abusing Alisa and Gabriel from an early age.

Eventually the children told their mother that Mr D had sodomised them and forced them to
do oral sex.

When Alisa and Gabriel were around 3 - 4 years old Mr D had introduced them to his child
abuse gang, which involved a number of adults and young children.

Details on the Satanic Death cult
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The gang was violent to the children and forced them to take part in sexual activity.

The children were filmed.

The children were repeatedly told that they would be killed if they spoke out.

Paul Bonacci in front of the ranch where, reportedly, Johnny Gosch, and other boys were
held captive. Paul Bonacci has stated that, as a youth, he was forced to participate in
satanic snuff films. He identified Bohemian Grove as the location of a satanic murder. Paul
A. Bonacci said that, as a child, he was kidnapped by the US military, tortured and
subjected to sex abuse and mind control. In 1999, in a court in Omaha, he won $1,000,000
in damages.

During this time Alisa and Gabriel were displaying very aggressive and disturbing behaviour
inside and outside their home.

In March 2009 the mother started legal proceedings, applying for a non-molestation order.

The court ordered that Mr D must have unsupervised contacts with the children every
Saturday from 10am to 6pm.

The children were sent for counselling sessions at the Tavistock.

(The Tavistock clinic allegedly organises the mind control and sexual abuse of
children - MIND CONTROL, SATANISM, 7/7, TAVISTOCK ...)

Alisa and Gabriel. "Members of the cult film, edit, translate and sell the movies around
Europe, Russia, Ukraine, America."

In 2010 Alisa started to attend Christchurch school in Hampstead; Gabriel joined a year later.

The children claim that, at the school, they, and other children, were regularly sexually
abused by their father Mr D, and by certain teachers who were friends of Mr D.

The children were all threatened with death if they spoke out.

It was only in August 2014, while on holiday, that Alisa and Gabriel told their mother about
what was going on at the school.

On one occasion, Alisa's friend Millie came to play at the home of Alisa and Gabriel.

Millie asked the mother if she was going to have sex with the children.

When Alisa answered 'no', Millie said 'why don't they tell about what was going on in school'.
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Alisa then reminded Millie about the threat of being killed.

The children say that there were plenty of visitors coming to the school on Wednesdays.

Some of the visitors were putting broom's sticks up the children's bottoms, causing bleeding,
and kicking the children’s privates.

The children like Gabriel who could not tolerate the pain and screamed too much were given
injections by a nurse.

Session 1 Counseling a Satanic Ritual Abuse victim …

...

The children's behaviour started to worsen with the beginning of school in September 2013.

Sometimes a kind of glaze would come over Gabriel's eyes, as if he was switching off from
the reality.

The children were observed to be indulging in unusual sexual behaviour at home.

The mother's partner is a Mr Christie.

Mr Christie grew suspicious about the children being abused.

On one occasion Mr Christie tapped both Alisa and Gabriel on the head with a teaspoon
following their extremely rude and disrespectful behaviour.

On 11 September 2014, there was a police interview of the children.

The children were taken into the custody.

The children retracted their allegations against the abusers.

The mother writes:

"I believe that most of the information my children have revealed is true.

"There is no way a child could create a story like that, with so many intricate details…

"It is out of the question that Mr Christie or me would coach the children to say things like
that.
"Neither of us would ever put the children through this for whatever reason, and create such
unbelievable situation for ourselves.

"Even supposedly we coached them to say this, the children of that age could not possibly
repeat the same story all aver again to the different adults in different circumstances
without hesitation or changing the details.

"Although we know that they have retracted their statements, the children still, even now

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abIjvtOeUIY


keep coming back to the same story and the details, while in the foster care to the degree
that it became unbearable for their caretaker Carol to look after them. She no longer wants
to do this."

Alisa and Gabriel

"Members of the cult film, edit, translate and sell the movies around Europe, Russia,
Ukraine, America."

The following allegations by the mother of Alisa and Gabriel come from:

DISCLAIMER: THE POSTING OF STORIES, COMMENTARIES, REPORTS, DOCUMENTS AND LINKS (EMBEDDED OR

OTHERWISE) ON THIS SITE DOES NOT IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, NECESSARILY EXPRESS

OR SUGGEST ENDORSEMENT OR SUPPORT OF ANY OF SUCH POSTED MATERIAL OR PARTS THEREIN.

Details of the mass child sex abuse, satanic ritual child sex abuse and sacrifice cult,
serial murdering and blood drinking.

Main action is happening in C..... primary school in Hampstead, London, together with at
least another 7 schools: H school, H school, F primary, Perrochio school, N, N, D; possibly
more schools involved.

The school staff and parents, priest, others involved are doing sex to boys' and girls' bottoms
with the large plastic willies.

Adults force the children to do oral sex.

Babies are supplied regularly for the rituals: abused, tortured with the rat traps, dropped on
the floor (often bleed), then killed. They put them to sleep by injecting, slit baby's throat,
drain blood, drink the blood and then cook the body by either roasting or frying. The meat is
eaten by the leader Mr D., teachers, 20 special children and their parents. 

The baby sexual abuse and sacrifices are going on Tuesday, Wednesday (big sex day),
Thursday. On Wednesdays, my children, Alisa and Gabriel have been abused by at least 60-70
people including 20 special children (the children are taught to abuse each other).

I was wondering why my children were often pretending sick and refused to go to school on
Wednesdays.

~~

There are 4 secret rooms in the church where the cult members perform the rituals. The
ritual involves wearing special costumes: children wear 10-13 babies skulls (sometimes with
blood and hair still on the skull), adults - 20, - on their bodies, leader - 30 skulls. 

Everybody has skulls worn around the neck (4), on breast, front private, belly, knees, arms.

CONTINUED HERE:

Details on the Satanic Death cult

Details on the Satanic Death cult
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"It’s her children who at long last had begun to ‘talk’ after their father had threatened to kill
them, should they speak out. 

"She had no idea that their erratic behaviour was typical of being abused."

What’s to become of the Hampstead whistleblower kids?

In three videos (see below), two children describe sexual abuse carried out by named adults.

"Several people are alleged to be involved and have a good opportunity to clear their names.

"Mr Hxxxxx could for example prove that he doesn’t have red dots over his privates.

"Miss Mxxxxx could for example prove that she doesn’t have a wart on her privates, the size
of a 5p coin."

Who are the adults allegedly abusing the children in the video? Here are some more
clues?

D I S C L A I M E R :  T H E  P O S T I N G  O F  S TO R I E S ,  C O M M E N TA R I E S ,  R E P O R T S ,  D O C U M E N T S  A N D

L I N K S  ( E M B E D D E D  O R  O T H E RW I S E )  O N  T H I S  S I T E  D O E S  N O T  I N  A N Y  WAY,  S H A P E  O R

F O R M ,  I M P L I E D  O R  O T H E RW I S E ,  N E C E S S A R I LY  E X P R E S S  O R  S U G G E S T  E N D O R S E M E N T  O R

S U P P O R T  O F  A N Y  O F  S U C H  P O S T E D  M AT E R I A L  O R  PA R T S  T H E R E I N .

Two young children in Hampstead in London have reported Satanic child abuse by large group
of people, which allegedly included their father.

http://tapnewswire.com/2015/02/whats-to-become-of-the-hampstead-whistleblower-kids/
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Aangirfan has no way of knowing whether or not the reports by the children are accurate
or are inventions.

Everyone named must be assumed to be innocent until proven otherwise.

It is possible that the children have been coached.

When you have read the entire blog post you can make up your own mind.

Anonymous writes: 

"The children's medical reports state that the police had been called out on several
occasions because Ricky Dearman, the father, was committing 'domestic violence.'

"The medical reports make horrific reading as the children are examined for anal abuse (it is
confirmed - with scarring).

"I hear that the police also took the children to have hair follicle tests to ascertain whether
drugging had taken place. 

"The mother has not been allowed to see the results...

"The mother is not being allowed to see the children and the father has regular access while
they are in 'Care'."

Reportedly, police officers and politicians are often involved in child sexual abuse rings.

Councillors and police officer accused of having sex with children.

In London, an 8-year old boy and his 9-year old sister reported that their father, and others,
had sexually abused them.

Allegedly, the father "is the leader of a Satanic child abuse cult in Hampstead in North
London."

In September 2014, their reports were recorded on video - by the mother and her partner in
separate conversations with the boy and the girl.

The father is British and the mother is Russian.

CHILDREN IN CARE to Protect Police Cover-Up of organised ChildSexualAbuse

"Abusers are named as parents, teachers, clergy and police."

The police have taken the children into custody and would now seem to be protecting the
Satanic child abuse ring?

Or have the children been coached?
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..

"My dad ... sees us every single day in school where they do sex to us." 

That is what the 9 year old girl told her Russian mother about her allegedly 'child abusing'
British father.

The children were reportedly threatened with death if they talked.

The mother reported 'the crime', and Barnet Police (Hampstead area) ordered medical
examinations.

Reportedly, these confirmed sexual abuse and violence. 

Family - Russian.

Christ Church primary school, named by the children as being a centre of abuse.

The Police, however, 'closed the case' as 'no crime confirmed'.

A week after 'the crime' had been reported, the children were taken into police custody.

6 days later the children retracted their allegations. 

They were then held 'in care' by the Local Borough of Camden and since then Barnet.

Family - Russian.
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..

The two judges involved have covered similar cases: Judge Vera Mayer who was involved in
the case of Melissa Laird transferred the case to Mrs Justice Anne Pauffley in the High Court
who was involved with the Hollie Greig case. 

"Private meetings between the Local Authority’s barrister and the Judge are going on behind
the mother’s back, which violates the ‘Code Of Practice’ and, of course, indicates a certain
common agenda between the Judge and the Local Authority.

"The alleged abuser-father has more contact with the children than the mother, while the
Russian grandparents and the older half-brother have hardly any.

"A 12-day fact finding hearing is scheduled to start on 16 February at the Royal Courts of
Justice in London - in the secrecy of family courts - without the general public or any
media."

CHILDREN IN CARE to Protect Police Cover-Up of organised Child SexualAbuse

Why Ian Josephs advises mothers NOT to report the crimes of abusive fathers: you lose your
children!

Beatrix Campbell, "the Green candidate for Hampstead and Kilburn believes in Satanic Ritual
Abuse of children." 
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Famous residents of Hampstead:

Ozzy Osbourne (British rock musician)[17] 

Ian Fleming (British spy, creator of the James Bond novels)[37] 

Hampstead is the fictional location of Lucy Westenra's tomb in Bram Stoker's novel Dracula.
Lucy lured children to Hampstead Heathat night to drink their blood. During the course of
their investigation, Drs. Van Helsing and Seward dined at Jack Straw's Castle and caught a
cab near Spaniards Inn.

Efraim Halevy, former Head of the Mossad, in Hampstead.

Allegedly, serious child sexual abuse takes place in Hampstead in London.

Hampstead's Royal Free hospital was one of the hospitals ordered by a government minister
to investigate links to Sir Jimmy Savile, the alleged Satanist.

Jimmy Savile: hospital.

Hampstead.

Reportedly, Jimmy Saville supplied boys to former UK prime minister Ted Heath, an alleged
Satanist.

Reportedly, Edward Heath liked to meet young boys in Hampstead.

"The name 'Mr. Eddy' was well known on Hampstead Heath and the boys home nearby in the
seventies."

Ted Heath - Whale.

Brian Coleman is a politician in the North London area that covers Hampstead.

In April 2007, Brian Coleman wrote:
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"The late Ted Heath managed to obtain the highest office of state after he was supposedly
advised to cease his cottaging activities."[13]

Coleman is a former Chairman of the Finchley Friends of Israel and remains a member
of Conservative Friends of Israel. He is a governor at two local Secondary Schools.

Reportedly a Satanic child abuse ring operates in Hampstead.

Yuri Geller, Michael Jackson, and (right) Greville Janner

In 2013, as part of investigations into historic child sex abuse allegations, police officers
searched the luxury Hampstead flat belonging to Lord Greville Janner, in West Heath Road.

Lord Greville Janner has served as president of the Board of Deputies of British Jews from
1978 to 1984.

He chairs the Holocaust Educational Trust and is vice president of the World Jewish
Congress.

GREVILLE JANNER.

Jewish community in shock over rabbi's condemnation of child abuse cover-up.

A house called Sarum Chase in Hampstead.

It is believed that the major child abusers, such as Jimmy Savile, Jeffrey Epstein and Marc
Dutroux, have been used by the CIA, Mossad and their friends, in order to control the top
people.

It is believed that all the key government agencies, such as the police and social services,
have been infiltrated by child abusers linked to the security services.

The head of the UN inquiry into the 2014 Israeli genocide in Gaza has sent the
UN a resignation letter. He received death threats during his time as
chairman. Head of Gaza war crimes inquiry received 'personal attacks, death threats'.
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Goddard.

There is a history of cover-ups of child abuse.

Theresa May has named the alleged  'cover-up merchant' Lowell Goddard as the new child
abuse inquiry chair.

Justice Goddard is past Chair of New Zealand's Independent Police Conduct Authority and
now sits in the Wellington High Court.

"Justice Goddard ... covered up a number of serious complaints...

"Goddard refused to release evidence that former judge Michael Lance was guilty of
throwing (wrecking) a police prosecution of his son Simon’s business partner...

"Judge Lance later became Goddard’s deputy judge at the Independent Police Conduct
Authority...

BILL MALONEY with PASTOR ANDREW ASHWORTH,P…

...

"Lance retired in disgrace shortly afterward when it was reported he was keying cars parked
in front of his Takapuna apartment. (Lance was prosecuted in a judge alone trial and let
off.)

"The Independent Police Conduct Authority became an even more opaque agency under
Justice Goddard...

"Lawyers who appear before her generally have little regard for her as a judge willing to
conform to law or rule consistent with relevant facts. They are far more impressed with her
impeccable dress and makeup."

High Court Justice Lowell Goddard.

Michael Aquino - Satanisun - Mk-Ultra

..
Please watch this video!

A Dundee charity revealed the terrible toll of ritual sexual abuse ...

"Children as young as five are being forced to take part in torture and violent sex acts as
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part of a brutal underworld of ritual abuse in East Scotland."

"A leading charity has received as many as five calls a day from survivors of gruesome
ceremonies that have included the stealing of babies and grotesque sexual abuse.

The charity’s project coordinator, Joseph Lumbasi says "You hear about people who were
made to do torture at as young as five and even kill people.

"We get a lot of people describing satanic ceremonies and set-ups of a religious element that
accompany the abuse."

A police spokeswoman said: "We are not aware of any issues of that nature in Tayside
Division."

Unfortunately, the police are often involved in the abuse.

"SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE BY THE POLICE"

The following comes from a report about Helen G. that appears to have been compiled by
the Ritual Abuse Information Network and Support (RAINS).

The Who’s who of Satanic Child Abuse - Christopher Spivey

The report lists people allegedly linked to mind-control and/or Satanic Ritual
Abuse:

Lord William Rees-Mogg - William Rees-Mogg

The 17th Duke of Norfolk, Miles Francis Stapleton Fitzalan-Howard

Sir David Frost - David Frost

Sir David Frost (left)

Edward Heath - Edward Heath

Michael Winner - Michael Winner

Lord Edwin McAlpine - Edwin McAlpine, Lord McAlpine
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Sir Cyril Smith - Cyril Smith

Peter Tobin - Peter Tobin

And many more.

The Who’s who of Satanic Child Abuse - Christopher Spivey
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The Who’s who of Satanic Child Abuse - Christopher Spivey
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'Satanists' at Bohemian Grove in California.

Satanic child abuse is widespread and often the police are involved in the cover-up.

1. Australia: In the late 1980s, a number of children at a daycare centre in the Mornington

Peninsula, Victoria, began disclosing experiences of organised and ritualistic sexual abuse to
their parents and the police.[3] 

Their disclosures included instances in which they were taken in a car from the creche to a
nearby house, undressed by adults and sexually assaulted, video-taped and filmed while
naked, and urinated and defecated upon by adults. 

The children disclosed that some of the abusers wore police uniforms....

[4] List of satanic ritual abuse allegations

In 2002, Chief Commissioner Christine Nixon refers complaints about the mishandling of the
case by police to the Victorian Ombudsman.

An officer from the Ethical Standards Department was stood down a year later from the
Ombudsman's investigation for "incompetence" after failing to pass on information from two
key witnesses, and claiming that he never spoke to them when phone records proved that he
had.

One of the witnesses referred to a tape of child pornography showing men in police uniforms
sexually assaulting childrenfrom the daycare centre, however, this lead was never followed
up by the police.

Another witness identified the house in which the children had been assaulted as being
owned by a police officer.[7]

The principal of a private college on the Mornington Peninsula repeatedly told the
Department of Human Services that a 12-year-old boy disclosed ongoing sexual abuse by an
organised group of men wearing police uniforms.

According to the principal, all records of the child's complaint vanished. 

A Victoria Police spokesman said he was not aware that files had disappeared.

The police declined to press charges, saying the boy had been "too well groomed" by the
pedophiles and probably would not testify in court.[8]
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1989 News: Call boys in Bush Sr's Whitehouse

...
THE CIA RUNS THE PEDOPHILE RINGS.

2. In the early 1990s, Superior Universal Alignment, an Argentinian-based international

cult, was implicated in the ritualistic murders of several children. 

One of the leaders of the group, Osvaldo Marcineiro, confessed to murdering a number of
young children in Satanic rituals, in which the children were tortured, murdered and their
body parts cannibalised. 

A number of prominent citizens were arrested in relation to the murders.

People sentenced in relation to the murders included a former police officer. 

The charges related to the murders of three young children and the attempted murder of
another, however, victim's families say that there were at least nineteen other murdered
children. 

The cult is based in Argentina and has branches in Holland. 

[21]. List of satanic ritual abuse allegations

3. In 2006, a jury at Dublin Country Coroner's court unanimously ruled that the infant

found stabbed to death over three decades ago belonged to Cynthia Owen.

During the trial, Owen detailed her childhood history of satanic ritual abuse orchestrated by
her parents involving at least nine other men.[22]
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Following the findings of the Coroner's Court, Owen raised questions regarding the failure of
the police to investigate the murder. [23]List of satanic ritual abuse allegations

4. In 2003 allegations by three children in Lewis, Scotland resulted in the arrest of eight

people for sexual abuse occurring between 1990 and 2000. 

A 2005 investigation by the Social Work Inspection Agency found extensive evidence of
sexual, physical and emotional abuse and neglect.[41] 

Police investigation resulted in allegations of an island-wide "Satanic paedophile ring",[41]
[42] though charges were dropped nine months later following an inconclusive investigation.
[42][41] 

List of satanic ritual abuse allegations

5. Lt Col Michael Aquino, of the US military, has been accused of being involved in child

abuse in the USA: "One child positively identified Aquino and his wife, Lilith (known to the
kids as 'Mikey' and 'Shamby'), and was also able to identify the Aquinos’ private home and to
describe with considerable accuracy the distinctively satanic interior décor of the house.

"The young witness claimed to have been photographed at the Aquinos’ home. On August 14,
1987, a search warrant was served on the house. Confiscated in the raid were numerous
videotapes, photographs, photo albums, photographic negatives, cassette tapes, and name
and address books.

"Also observed was what appeared to be a soundproof room.

"Neither of the Aquinos was charged with any crimes...

"The U.S. Attorney in San Francisco handling the case was Joseph Russoniello. Russoniello
would later be identified by reporter Gary Webb (of the San Jose Mercury News) as a player
in the Contra cocaine smuggling operation led by Lt. Col. Oliver North and company, just as
witnesses would later identify Lt. Col. Michael Aquino as an operative in the very same
sordid affair."
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Fort Bragg: "Aquino was also identified by children in Santa Rosa and Fort Bragg, California.
In the Fort Bragg case, 'allegations of ritual abuse erupted...

"Cases erupted at some of the country’s most esteemed military bases, including Fort Dix,
Fort Leavenworth, Fort Jackson, and West Point. Many of those making the accusations were
career military officers who had devoted their lives to unquestioned allegiance to the U.S.
armed forces. Many would resign their posts in outraged protest...

"The Times Herald Record reported in June 1991, the 'incidents [at the West Point Child
Development Center] unfolded against a backdrop of satanic acts...

West Point: "The Mercury News reported, 'by the end of the year, 50 children had been
interviewed by investigators.

"Children at West Point told stories that would become horrifyingly familiar. They said they
had been ritually abused. They said they had had excrement smeared on their bodies and
been forced to eat feces and drink urine. They said they were taken away from the day care
center and photographed.'

"Despite abundant medical and psychological evidence and literally dozens of child
witnesses, and despite '950 interviews by 60 FBI agents assigned to the investigation,' the
investigation, 'led by former U.S. Attorney [and future mayor] Rudolph Giuliani' produced 'no
federal grand jury indictments,' according to the Herald Record..." 

Pedophocracy/child_sexual_abuse_at_Presidio_and_West_Point.htm

- aangirfan: Michael Aquino, alleged child sex abuse and the United ...

6. Marc Dutroux was part of a mafia-style operation which kidnapped and killed children

and which organised orgies for top people including politicians and police.

In 1989, Dutroux was sentenced to 13 years in jail for kidnapping and raping young girls. He
was out within 3 years.

Dutroux claimed that two police officers had helped Lelievre and himself to kidnap Marchal,
and Lambreks who were later raped and murdered. 

The common knowledge that police officers and high ranking officals also attended Nihouls
orgies at the chateau must give further fuel to the fire that the accused was not acting
alone. -aangirfan: Marc Dutroux

SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE IN DUNDEE

SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE ALLEGATIONS ...

USA'S JENNY HILL; RITUAL ABUSE; SAVILE

SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE AND PROJECT MONARCH...

CHILD ABUSE LIST; RITUAL ABUSE.

http://www.the7thfire.com/Politics%20and%20History/Pedophocracy/child_sexual_abuse_at_Presidio_and_West_Point.htm
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Posted by Anon at 00:04 

Labels: Child Abuse, Christ Church, Hampstead, SATANIC

HOW THE COPS COVER-UP CHILD ABUSE?.

Hampstead is home to a lot of  the top people in the UK. The Honourable Fraternity of
Ancient Freemasons (HFAF) in Hampstead.

UK SS stealing children to make money (Russia Tod…

...

D I S C L A I M E R :  T H E  P O S T I N G  O F  S TO R I E S ,  C O M M E N TA R I E S ,  R E P O RT S ,
D O C U M E N T S  A N D  L I N K S  ( E M B E D D E D  O R  O T H E RW I S E )  O N  T H I S  S I T E
D O E S  N O T I N  A N Y  WAY,  S H A P E  O R  F O R M ,  I M P L I E D  O R  O T H E RW I S E ,
N E C E S S A R I LY  E X P R E S S  O R  S U G G E S T  E N D O R S E M E N T O R  S U P P O RT O F
A N Y O F  S U C H  P O S T E D  M AT E R I A L O R  PA RT S  T H E R E I N .

+107   Recommend this on Google

Replies

222 comments:

Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 06:59

Unbelievable. Great reporting...

Reply

Anonymous 21 February 2015 at 20:34

Alisa and Gabriel Interviews (14 Videos)

https://www.blogger.com/profile/16577270335071593954
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http://zeeklytv.com/user/Anonymous

Alisa Interview (7 Videos)

http://zeeklytv.com/video/19751/Alisa-05-Sep-I-24-min
http://zeeklytv.com/video/19750/Alisa-05-Sep-II-24-min

http://zeeklytv.com/video/19749/Alisa-11-Sep-I-24-min
http://zeeklytv.com/video/19748/Alisa-11-Sep-II-24-min
http://zeeklytv.com/video/19747/Alisa-11-Sep-III-10-min

http://zeeklytv.com/video/19746/Alisa-17-Sep-I-27-min
http://zeeklytv.com/video/19745/Alisa-17-Sep-II-5-min

Gabriel Interview (7 Videos)

http://zeeklytv.com/video/19744/Gabriel-05-Sep-I-27-min
http://zeeklytv.com/video/19743/Gabriel-05-Sep-II-18-min

http://zeeklytv.com/video/19742/Gabriel-11-Sep-I-25-min
http://zeeklytv.com/video/19741/Gabriel-11-Sep-II-24-min
http://zeeklytv.com/video/19740/Gabriel-11-Sep-III-24-min
http://zeeklytv.com/video/19739/Gabriel-11-Sep-IV-24-min

http://zeeklytv.com/video/19738/Gabriel-17-Sep-24-min

-

https://www.change.org/p/the-rt-hon-theresa-may-mp-return-whistleblower-
kids-and-abuse-survivors-of-london-school-to-their-russian-family

Marie Denise Amythest 21 February 2015 at 23:14

See my blog 

Anonymous 23 February 2015 at 02:16

It's seriously messed up that when you share this page on Facebook, the
extracted text isn't anything from the article itself, but from the disparaging
comment above at 00:53. WTF?

SwordofCreation 19 July 2016 at 15:55

Facebook, Twitter and gooGall are ALL part of the coverup crew for this world
wide Jewish/Kabbalah cult! 

The Jews doing this do NOT call it "Satanism", nor do they "worship the devil".
They had their "Christian" side of the Bi-Bull serpent clan, aka Sionism, call it
that to allow Zion a level of indirection. 
(Hegelian dialectic)

It pains me deeply to see a well respected blogger, accidentally spread disinfo,
as if this just started in the US by the CIA with the Jewish creation called
"Satanism". (Nor were the London tortures the first!)

Perhaps my attempts to communicate conclusive proofs of their ritual lingo and
that its been traced to the mAYins, have failed. 

Same serpent cult, it would appear, that existed in the Ohio valley. (This was
traced/corroborated via symbols, numbers and rituals that have only gotten
worse over time.) 

It appears these "serpents", spirits, demons, whatever you call them, are in
charge, not a tool, as formerly appears to have been the case when the Dracos
were in charge.)

See the last few vids here:
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheTempacct/videos

November Ides Release (Key)
www.Dragonspaw.blogspot.com/2015/11

Like my comments, which are a total waste on Jewtube, twitter and Facebook,

https://www.blogger.com/profile/06858913465194300233
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the blog is being typo'd, images swapped. Very frustrating indeed, but a certain
tribe knows, outside their cult, AFAIKS, ONLY I have their 'numbers' and have
been attacked in their unsuccessful attempts to stop me. The long term affects
of this has been a type of brain damage that only adds typos due to a type of
ADHD-like side effect.)

"They" appear to be rooted at the Tribe of Dan(19), and perhaps this tribe was
taken over by the powerful spirits that benefit from all this garbage with
children that appears crazy, but is actually a "TITHE" to these creatures who
feed on YIN, thus sAYin/zAYin: s/z=serpent, A is the "bull" at the spine base,
aka sacraL chi pump.

Aangirfan, why have I not heard from you in all this time with you restoring my
deleted comments?
(Why would googall delete my work if it was not key?)

Regards,
T 

ps: Any eyeballs anyone could send my way would be appreciated and I've
moved a portion to Archive.org and Mega.nz. You should consider a video backup
or even original, on these sites as the only video they will allow to remain on
Jewgall sites are those of little power, viewers or lots of disinfo.

PLEASE read this page to understand "Satanism", dressing up like devils, witches
and "Dancing with skulls"; in the corporate world we call this re-framing. English
is a FOURTH language for me so please bear with me on this. (After C, Java,
RPG, etc.)

“Know your Enemy”
http://dragonspaw.blogspot.com/2016/06/identify-cult-operatives-
defenses.html

Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 09:04

Among protesters were children from neighbouring New End, Heathside and Christ Church
primary schools.

The plans attracted hundreds of objections, including letters from Christ Church vicar the
Rev Paul Conrad. 

http://www.camdennewjournal.com/news/2013/dec/pupil-power-children-three-schools-
join-forces-neighbours-help-block-plan-%C2%A37m-luxury-h

Reply

Anonymous 27 February 2015 at 09:52

http://www.hamhigh.co.uk/news/environment/developers_win_appeal_to_dem
olish_former_new_end_nursing_home_1_3942635

Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 09:21

Countdown to London 2012 Olympics - Christ Church Primary School pupils help Mayor
unveil logo at St Pancras International

Published: 10 March 2011
by TOM FOOT

PUPILS from Christ Church Primary School in Hampstead joined Mayor of London Boris
Johnson to unveil a set of giant Olympic Rings at St Pancras International Station.

Fellow Camden pupils from Maria Fidelis Convent School choir also attended Thursday’s
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event, where they performed for an audience gathered to see the first 2012 unveiling of
one of the world’s most recognisable logos.

The rings, which traditionally appear in hosting cities in the run-up to the games, measure
20 metres wide by nine metres high and weigh 2,300 kilograms. 

Built by a team of 25 people over four weeks, they were transported by lorry in 39 separate
parts to St Pancras, where they were secretly assembled and installed over seven nights. 

http://www.camdennewjournal.com/news/2011/mar/countdown-london-2012-olympics-
christ-church-primary-school-pupils-help-mayor-unveil-l

Reply

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 16:58

That's interesting, because one of the Friends of Christchurch School, Nini
Visscher (Hampstead mother of three and wife of big banker Harmen can den
Honde) ended up working with the Paralympics:

https://www.linkedin.com/pub/nini-visscher/0/905/a2a

At that time, I was working with a disabled activist who was dong everything she
could to get as assignment on the Paralympics.....no joy for her. Appointment,
however, for a Hampstead nobody married to a banker!

Anonymous 12 February 2015 at 06:37

how could anyone think that such small kids would invent stories like that ???
that is not kind of things that small kids would think about if they knew nothing
about it !!! how could they know this stuff ?!!! i know as i am a survivor myself
that it exist 

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 05:28

Web Archive stores the sites before they are deleted. On the main page of this
school you can see the olympics and paralympics logos on the left.

Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 09:41

http://www.beatrixcampbell.co.uk/tag/child-abuse/

excerpts

FOR A DAY in July 2014, the advocates of children in care institutions who have been
sexually abused by adults — including suspects shielded from scrutiny by the Establishment
— tasted triumph: their campaign for an inquiry into historic abuse and cover-up had finally
been rewarded, there was to be a public inquiry.

Then the government appointed a retired judge, Elizabeth Butler-Sloss, to lead the inquiry.
The campaigners tasted defeat.

A woman of integrity, said her supporters. Yes, a member of the Establishment, but an
honourable woman, well-placed because of her judicial inquiry into a child abuse in the
county of Cleveland in the north east of England in 1987.

I wrote a book about the Cleveland crisis, the Butler-Sloss judicial inquiry and the
consequences. 

The Establishment recruited a woman to do in women in the child health and welfare
professions at a radical moment in the history of childhood and protection from adversity
and abuse. Thereafter, Butler-Sloss reserved her ire for the women in this case —

The crisis was something to do with men: men who buggered little children; physical signs
on the bodies of children whose average age was six, suggested penetrative abuse; And a
police force that refused to investigate suspected crimes against children.

By 12th July 2014, neither the government nor Butler-Sloss could cling on. She withdrew.
Her demise takes our gaze beyond the horizon of the elite gene pool: it was not just her
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dynastic connection to the Establishment that offended people; it was her brother’s role in
alleged cover-ups that went all the way to the top; that involved not only the elite but the
security services.

Reply

butike 3 February 2015 at 11:34

The boy in the last video says that they rubbed his willy until the white stuff came out.
There is no way that he have started producing sperm, he only looks about 9.

Reply

Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 12:09

He was, in fact, 8 at the time. 

I don't believe that he is lying or fantasising, I believe that his father is a
member of a (widerspread) brutal Satanic death cult who tortured and abused
him and his sister and are doing the same to others.

Perhaps you can't swallow the enormity of this situation?

butike 4 February 2015 at 02:33

I am simply pointing out the glaringly obvious fact that the boy in the film isn't
sexually mature which then necessarily calls into question his truthfulness. Don't
automatically assume that I don't get the enormity of the situation. If this is true
it's obviously a terrible situation and the perpetrators need to be brought to
justice. 
However, there is also the possibility that this is being put into the public
domain with the deliberate intention of it being exposed later on as a hoax in
order to discredit other genuine satanic ritual abuse victims. This same tactic
has been employed recently in regard to the Charlie Hebdo shootings when
someone produced a fake BBC news report which stated that it appeared that
the shootings were a false flag event. The fake news report (almost immediately
revealed as fake) was clearly created to be blamed on the members "truth
movement" who have been exposing the Charlie Hebdo shootings as yet another
mainstream media hoax.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 14:33

You guys are misunderstanding the boy. The boy said, "they rub until the white
stuff comes out". I believe he was referring to the men that abused him, that
the men rub themselves on him until their white stuff comes out. The
interviewer then said "they rub your willy", and the boy might not have
understood what the interviewer meant. Before the question, the boy said about
the rubbing, and don't assume that he meant his privates. He meant the privates
of the men, and the men's "white stuff". He just got confused, he is a child.

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 04:18

The 'interviewer' is the Mother's stoner boyfriend. The kids were about to be
taken into care so he produced these videos that deflect any blame from himself
or the sad excuse for a Mother. The kid is brainwashed into saying this crap. He's
repeating it pretty much verbatim and the 'interviewer' (i.e. the weird
boyfriend) is leading the witness. BS.

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 16:59

Troll alert.

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 14:06

Is that you again @00.55 pappa? Struggling to get to sleep?

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 14:06

Stiil up @04.18 pappa?
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Anonymous 10 February 2015 at 08:52

how do the children know about the mark on the females vagina if its all made
up

Anonymous 12 February 2015 at 05:40

that would be the real proof in this case not whether a boy of 8 can produce
sperm. abuse may heighten sexual response as evidenced by kathy o brien
transformation of america. btw the inspection of muffs and wllies of
perpetrators should be carried out by people who could not be possibly
linked/manipulated/corrupt

Anonymous 13 February 2015 at 03:53

these kids are telling the truth their description are too detailed for there to be
any other conclusion. the boy also describe about a strap on willie, and the
noise the velcro made when she did it up or undo it, that descriptive could only
come by experience, also he talk about the mark on the female vagina how
could he have known about that if he didnt see it. just like in the case of jimmy
savile and those other high profile people the children are being once again
ignored, until these pedophile are too old and decrepit and is of no use to
themself or anybody else then their story is allowed to come to light. so to those
that say these children are lying you are either a part of this ring or affiliated
with it.

Anonymous 13 February 2015 at 03:58

If child been abused from the birth it could produce sperm at very early age.

Anonymous 18 February 2015 at 22:56

I asked my husband how old he was the first time he ejaculated semen. He
answered 9. I've asked several other male friends, they all answered ages
ranging from 8-11. Why do people think that a boy child who is sexually
stimulated (either by themselves NATURALLY or unnaturally via abuse) cannot
ejaculate? Ask a physician and they too should be able to confirm this fact. We
just can't wrap our minds around a child being sexually stimulated which is
understandable! Humans are developing sexually from birth. It isn't the same as
adult sexuality and should indeed be understood as a time in a persons life
during which they are vulnerable and require protection. Children sometimes
masturbate as early as their first year, but it isn't sexual, it is a COMFORT that is
biological and natural and very very different than adult aware sexuality. I hope
these evil predators are brought to justice! I believe these children are telling
the truth. Why hasn't the school published a statement claiming innocence? Why
hasn't the mainstream media reported on this situation especially since it has
clearly gone viral! I would expect even a report mocking the claims as hysteria
in the very least! Yet all we are hearing is silence and the silence is DEAFENING. 

The boy stated that Ms Forsdyke "rubbed his willie real good" and that "she
flicked it" referring to his penis. His off the cuff attitude doesn't come across as
coached in the least, even with his having repeated the events numerous times.
The story doesn't change. Usually police see that as indication that the person is
telling the truth- especially such a young child who doesn't have the mental
capacity to maintain or understand the complexities of lying. Many people
simply cannot fathom that white upper class citizens would be up to such evil.
Think again! We actually have plenty of evidence all around us of the evil
humans are capable of. See the videos put out by ISIS? How they are selling sex
with 1 year old babies and young girls who they have kidnapped and are selling
into sex slavery, look at the beheadings, then tell yourself again that humans are
not capable of such ghastly unthinkable behaviors! DENIAL is a powerful thing.

The UK is CLEARLY plagued with institutionalized abuse sexual and otherwise. SO
MANY CASES with Saville and Westminster, all the headlines connected to child
sexual abuse- only a complete moron would deny there is a problem. Sad thing,
there are plenty of brainwashed statists who follow the party line of denial.
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Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 12:06

Reply

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 00:58

Keep hiding behind 'anonymous'. Now you're making claims against specific
people I will be reporting this to the police who can find you via IP address etc.

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 14:08

Given the seriousness with which the police take alegations of child abuse, I
shouldn't hold your breath sunshine.

Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 13:11

The boy is 9 and if he has been abused since a child, the onset of puberty could be earlier.
http://kidshealth.org/kid/grow/boy/boys_puberty.html

Reply

Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 14:34

My children both go to this school. I was shocked and terrified at first to read this. On
reflection,whilst I don't deny that these things happen, I think there is something else to
the story. Some of the things the kids say are just impossible. There is no way abuse can
happen at the school during the day, or at school discos -which I have attended. Overall the
school is a very caring close knit community school. The kids are happy. 
The mother is known to me,and I believe she may have had an axe to grind. The children
may have suffered sexual abuse,but I don't believe it is as described.
We should be very careful about jumping to conclusions,and putting at risk the reputations
of those involved.

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 00:14

Both of my children attend schools in Hampstead, and this story is frightening.
In one of the videos the girl says that many of the other schools in the area are
involved, including Highgate School. I have heard from more than one long term
resident of Hampstead or Highgate about the long occult/coven history of the
area. If this mother does have an "axe to grind", she is taking a great risk
allowing her children to name such prominent members of the community, like
Fr. Paul Conrad. What do you know about the father, Ricky Dearman? Having
done a quick Google search on him, I found his string of Weight Loss and e-
marketing businesses some what dodgy. But many parents in the area have
similar companies, registered to some cruddy address in North Finchley,
providing them with large incomes. 

Last month, a popular dance teacher in Hampstead was found dead in a flat
above the King William lV pub. The cause of death is not yet known, only that
they were unable to resuscitate her. Very odd for someone so young and fit. I am
not saying her death is related to the alleged abuse at Christ Church Primary, it
just stuck out to me as very odd, and jumped to my mind when I read this story.

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 02:52

Let's not forget the man who was found hanging on the Heath last full moon,
bless his soul. Let's hope what they did to him was not too painful.

From what I have seen, I am very sorry to indeed to hear that your children
attend schools in Hampstead. I do not believe that the mother has an axe to
grind, as previously alleged. If I were you I would make a fuss about this. But be
careful who you trust - this is rife and stretches up to the top of Camden and the
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local police and judiciary.

The children's medical reports state that the police had been called out on
several occasions because Ricky Dearman was committing "domestic violence."
The medical reports make horrific reading as the children are examined for anal
abuse (it is confirmed - with scarring).

I hear that the police also took the children to have hair follicle tests to
ascertain whether drugging had taken place. The mother has not allowed to see
the results! Basically, everyone but the mother knows that the children have
been drugged and they can't let her know because this is a monumental cover
up.

These children have NEVER made any allegation that their loving mother has
hurt them in any way. Yet she is not being allowed to see them and the father
has regular access while they are in "Care".

Mothers all, you should be OUTRAGED at this. Your children are in danger. It is a
terrible fact (I've seen this case and investigated it in detail) that there is an
extensive Satanic death cult in operation in N London - and its tendrils extend
throughout the country. Indeed, internationally: babies are being trafficked from
developing countries for murder and ritual sacrifice.

Good luck to you. What will you do to protect your children, if not help another
mother? You should be saying:

I AM THOSE CHILDREN
I AM THEIR MOTHER

Men Scryfa 4 February 2015 at 03:46

So have you worked out yet what goes into the 'Diet Pills' and 'Advanced7s' Daddy
is flogging?

That's an international business that. Someone should be worried!

Not a good day for the NWO LOL LOL LOL LOL LOL LOL

Get the stuff down the lab ASAP.

Hint: If you are involved its time to get out. Its over.

Time for the doubters and the rest of it to head for the hills/shills...

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 04:38

Wasn't Harry Potter originally from North Finchley?

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 09:23

I am surprised that the anonymous mother 14:34 from the Christ Church Primary
School seems more concerned about the reputation of the accused than the
safety of her own two children. The allegations could not be more serious in
nature...child rape and the killing, cooking and eating of trafficked babies. Not
a one off...regularly. Local restaurants are clearly named...the public must be
informed as they could be consuming themselves. The Finchley Road shoe repair
shop so clearly described as having the baby-skin shoes involvement is also an
established locksmith for the area who does 24hr call out.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 01:04

I have seen other documentation sent out by the Mother of these two children
and her boyfriend. I believe the latter wrote most of it. The allegations are
laughable. It is all a big lie dreamt up by a stoned (and just plain weird)
boyfriend and the pathetic excuse of a Mother. It's now part of a legal process to
make sure the kids are kept safe (they are). 
People coming on here and believing that load of tosh need to get out more. You
give it credibility by even debating it.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 23:46
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I know people who have been molested in the next room while mom cooks
dinner, while the class is doing homework, at daycare...I know grown people
who this happened to and I know mothers who tried to protect their kids and
they don't need people like you denying it because you can't handle the
truth...sorry but buck up and get a clue...humans are a predator species that
hides it's nasty side until victims are under control and out of sight...

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 23:49

same thing happened to me...whole damn town knew except me and when I
clued in I was trashed...nobody stepped up to defend me and they knew it was
happening...it's totally ruined mine and my kids life..cops trashed me...lied and
got away with it...nasty predator species humans are...they like to hide their
shit behind closed doors and use fear to keep people silent

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 16:42

Thank you both 23:4 and 23:49.

Dave McGowan's excellent research, "The Paedophocracy" is available here:

http://www.whale.to/b/pedophocracy.html

This essay/book confirms that this stuff is widespread in the US and lots of other
countries.

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 17:02

Anon 23:49

I am so so sorry that that happened to you. Thanks for speaking out for others.

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 14:12

Is that you @01.04 Pappa?

Susan B 12 February 2015 at 05:50

I read that 21 parents wrote letters on behalf of the school in this case. see the
link below for hampstead school paedo teacher being let off with community
sentence after 21 parents again wrote letters of support. coincidence? the 8
year old boy says there are 20 special children whose parents are also part of
the abuse. another coincidence. having such a tight knit bunch is sure handy and
whilst all the other children in the school with good parenting etc seem like
nothing untoward could be going on, be aware that this is how 'deniable
plausability' can be produced. these people are so clever and sly they can do
things right under your nose, you are not expecting it, dont have it in your
awareness and therefore dont see it. it is not until you have model x colour y car
you start noticing the others like it.

Susan B 12 February 2015 at 05:50

that link to the paedo teacher in hamptead primary school here
http://www.hamhigh.co.uk/news/crime-
court/hampstead_teacher_walks_free_after_sexually_abusing_nine_year_old_gir
l_1_1669170

Anonymous 13 February 2015 at 13:56

@Susan B, that story... wow, just wow. I don't even know what to say. It is so
wrong on so many levels. For 21 parents to write those letters is just amazing. If
that happened here in the US, the entire country would be screaming for his
execution. And for him to only get community service is just unbelievable. And
to top it off, the writer of the article made it sound like the little girl was
seducing the teacher.

Anonymous 13 February 2015 at 16:57
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How are you guys not banging down doors and freaking out asking for answers???
This close and there's allegations of murdering and abusing children? ?? last time
i checked that is a felony punishable probably by death. if your children go to
school i seriously would do some serious investigating and not just worry about
your own children but about all the children being abused and or sacrificed
...this is completely unacceptable.... please please please for the love of god
put into this because there could be babies needing your help. i'm half a world
away but i'm ready to jump on an airplane and go visit the school and see what
is going on. obviously your government and police force is f****** useless

Anonymous 16 February 2015 at 10:36

Your children go to this school? You don't doubt the actions of sexual abuse and
murder? You still send your kids to school there? WTF is wrong with people?

Anonymous 17 February 2015 at 16:18

The fact of the matter us this - if you or I had a complaint made against us
about us abusing a child we would be made to prove we did not do it. The
children give details that would confirm or refute the allegations and should be
made to take medical examinations that would once and for all at least prove
their involvement or otherwise. No birthmarks, tattoos, piercings, warts or spots
and that would be the end of it. If I was accused I would want to clear my name
and it is not as if adults are not used to being examined by doctors. It would be
foolish to send your children to this or any Hampstead school without being sure
as at the end of the day WE HAVE TO LISTEN TO OUR CHILDREN! If there is a
slight possibility that any of this is happening then it has to be investigated and
by a police force outside of the area so that there is less chance of a cover up,

Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 16:17

Re: The boy in the last video says that they rubbed...

The Kinsey Institute .
'.. aspects of orgasm observed in pre-adolescent boys ranging in age from 2 months to 15
years'.
http://www.kinseyinstitute.org/about/cont-akchild.html

Regardless if the child had an 'orgasm', and/or if 'white stuff' did or didn't come out, this
child knows way too much about sexuality to be making such a banal statement. I just had
a similar account on my forum, where the validity of the victim was once again, in
question. Odd, the first time in history the public has had such point blank admissions and
all of a sudden, like clockwork, deniers and victim blame become more important than the
children themselves. My my, just goes to show how concrete re-enforced defense
mechanisms to the brain really are.

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 02:14

Re The Kinsey Institute: 

Unfortunately Alfred Kinsey's research data is deeply suspect, as shown in Dr.
Judith Reisman's 'Kinsy - Crimes and Consequences' and other critiques. See also:
http://www.thecrimson.com/article/1954/4/29/two-professors-blast-kinsey-
sex-report/

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 10:17

OK, I can see what you were trying to get across above. Your lack of knowledge
of sexual abuse situations is a good thing. If you can think this through, this child
knowing that 'white stuff' comes out of his penis is a huge indicator that abuse
has happened. And by the added material above it most certainly has. Even IF
this child cannot produce anything on his own, he can still have orgasm and
ejaculate. Number two, even if NOTHING comes out, he has still SEEN men that
it does happen to, therefore in his poor abused mind he knows that this is the
goal.
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Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 01:05

Stop this now. You know that these allegations are false and that the Police have
been involved. You also know that the kids have conceded (albeit after a few
days in care) that the stories were made up by the Mother and her boyfriend and
that they were coached in what to say.

wiggins 5 February 2015 at 07:53

The police have been involved........so that's all right then? Dear dog spare me
eejits.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 08:26

Amateurish deflection attempt Anon. 10.17.

Anonymous 7 February 2015 at 08:35

how dare you just automatically dismiss what those kids are saying, and
instantly write them off as liars! despite the fact that the physical evidence
supports what they say, the Dr said they have been interfered with!!! and yet u
automatically say they are 'obviously lying'....
errr TROLL methinks!!!!! either that or some kind of subhuman pondscum...
They are CHILDREN! and even if they are lying (if so they are DAMN good at it
coz it just trips off their tongues) something really fucking bad has happened to
them regardless, to make them capable of saying things like that, combined
with the physical, medical evidence that backs their claims
what vested interest do you have in people not listening to these kids?... i think
its ur ip address that people should be tracking!
you are a disgusting excuse for a human being, people like you are responsible
for this kind of abuse and the reason it happens! i wish all their pain on you
tenfold!
these victims have been ignored for decades! thousands of innocent lives
obliterated to satisfy the sick lusts of deviants! and its because of people like
you that they are too scared to speak out... scared people wont believe them...
well seems the tide is finally turning and these innocents are finding their spirit!
they wont be silenced any longer, the net is closing and karma is coming for the
sick lowlifes that have been hurting our children...
my advice to them??? drink the cool aid dirty scum! coz ur day of reckoning is
coming!

Anonymous 7 February 2015 at 18:12

Well said 08:35.

The children also allege that babies are being brought back to the UK from
places like Tangier and Guyana (in some cases the children state which parents
are, allegedly, doing this). This is appalling. Yet I doubt anyone from the UK
security services has contacted the Moroccan or Guyanese governments with this
information.

Anonymous 5 May 2015 at 23:12

EVERYONE knows that the children have spoken the Truth.

Any comment to the contrary is just to 'play' those innocent enough to take the
bait.

Around the globe people are now VERY AWARE of child Satanic practices carrying
on in Britain with no attempt to shut them down.
The JUDGE and all other people with silly titles think they have fooled the
population but that is their mistake, we are WITNESSING and no act, evil or
good, goes UNREWARDED.

Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 16:26
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This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Anonymous 3 February 2015 at 21:08

okay, what is with those videos? Who is making them? Context is badly needed otherwise it
just seems like someone might be exploiting these kids by making the videos, perhaps a
type of porn all on its own, having kids talk like that. Honestly, I get a very bad vibe. If the
person making the videos is not an abuser and he's responsible in any way for them why is
he not keeping them out of school? Or is he? This makes no sense. The subscriptions on that
youtube account are all for gaming which is also a red flag. I don't know... just total
creepiness.

Reply

Anon 3 February 2015 at 22:13

The post explains that the videos were made by the mother and her partner. The
children have reportedly been taken into custody by the police. The YouTube
account is run by a man who normally uses his account for vids of interest to his
young kids.

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 06:06

Might I suggest that the "bad vibe" you are getting originates from your inability
to accept that what these brave and honest children are saying is true? Thanks
to a brave adult supporter they were able to speak out on video. Now another
brave adult support has uploaded them on YouTube, Now Aang is being brave
enough to support them, too. 

What is it that makes you think all these brave adult supporters know less than
you? Personally, when I listen to the children I get I "ring of truth" vibe. And trust
me, I am not the only one.

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 19:50

You may suggest that, but for me, personally, the jury is still out. I believe that
ritual abuse occurs. I don't have any reason to doubt these children or the
people who made the videos. I am asking for clarification on a few points, that's
all. 

If I were to film children giving testimony of such horrible acts I would not post
them on a channel filled with videos that 'might be of interest to my young kids'
or other people's young kids. it seems that someone with children's best
interests at heart would take three minutes and set up a separate account so as
to protect children from seeing the videos. That is what makes me leery.

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 04:20

The boys Mother's boyfriend shot the video.

Anonymous 17 February 2015 at 16:34

Yes but the children involved may benefit by seeing that you can speak out and
also parents not involved need to hear what is going on. These children have far
too much information that they speak without any hesitation and if they were
coached then they would be trying to recall their lines. They speak naturally and
frankly and I dont know any 8 or 9 year old that even if coached could treat the
subject matter so matter if factly if they were lying. When taken by the police
they would have been scared as they say police were involved and were told
they would die if they told I would recant under this circumstance and I am 60
years old. There is most definitely truth in what they are saying and anyone who
thinks this does not merit the most thorough investigation by 'trusted'
investigators is either plain stupid, a pervert themselves ot part of those trying
to cover this matter up! We owe it to these and all children to take the
allegations seriously until proven false!
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Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 00:50

David Frost of the BBC, was widely rumoured by staff to have sold his soul to the devil for
fame and success, The BBC had a few people here like this
BTW the satanist rituals are identical to the old jewish ones

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 12:59

What old Jewish ones, specifically?

Anonymous 9 February 2015 at 06:54

http://christogenea.org/podcasts/christogenea-europe-november-16th-2014-
jewish-ritual-murder

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 01:56

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2939129/Two-local-councillors-corrupt-police-
officer-accused-having-sex-victims-Rotherham-abuse-scandal.html

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 02:03

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2938880/Bolsover-satanic-capital-Britain-
Derbyshire-town-highest-number-followers-England-Wales.html

Reply

wiggins 5 February 2015 at 07:57

Well the local MP is known as 'the beast of Bolsover'.....says it all really.

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 02:08

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2938794/Minister-faces-quiz-sex-attack-
claim.html

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 02:21

http://www.exaronews.com/articles/5461/bid-to-bar-reporting-ken-clarke-s-name-in-sex-
accuser-s-trial-fails?utm_source=newsletter-
news&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter-04-02-15

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 02:37

http://www.hampsteadparishchurch.org.uk/data/children.php

Children in the Parish

We have a number of groups catering for children in the congregation from the Creche [0 -
3] to the top, post-confirmation, class. These are staffed by volunteers from the
congregation.
Additionally we maintain a Children's Choir for girls and boys from about 8 to 16. 

Children's Champion: Vanessa Fitzpatrick
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AKA "Sheppards Bush"

Reply

Anonymous 17 February 2015 at 16:41

She was named by the children and it is not difficult to believe any of this
particularly when you find out that one of our recent PM's was alleged to have
been a rent boy and WAS convicted of soliciting sex from a young undercover
cop in public toilets! Further wasn't Westminster found to be the biggest
computer users of porn and child porn recently? These are the type of people
running our country so what chance have our children got in such a society. The
rot starts at the top and the top of our country is rotten through and through!

Men Scryfa 4 February 2015 at 04:03

Here we go. Here we go:

Have a look at all these 'products' that are being sold to the masses:

http://www.advanced7s.com/

"Thanks Ricky! You gave me an education on weight loss of a life time and totally
empowered me. YOU give and give and keep on giving. Abs in my 40's after 3 kids! Now I
got to learn how to let go and stop all the looking in every street window myself. I'm
obsessed. For sure I love my new body but I think I am starting to understand what you
mean Ricky by fit body or fat, there's more to life. Thanks for our continued chats, I get a
lot out of them.
Lisa G L.A, USA"

"3 Words - WEIRD, WEIRD and WEIRD. Loved it! Totally opened my eyes in a new light. And
to think that I almost backed away. Where Ricky took me was like on a full spiritual circle
and showed me parts of myself that I never knew existed. 37lbs BOOMSKI Lighter Baby.
Rick, you're the best.
Andrea P. Manhattan, USA"

Hi Ricky, Dave here. Just a quick heads up to say thanks for all your support. I know I did
not agree with you when you said that it is easier for a woman to lose weight than a guy.
And yes, I get it, I get what you were saying. Thought it was some marketing BS but you are
a cool guy and true to your word. 

"Great system Ricky, and what really matters is I am back in the best shape of my life. This
is some advanced stuff that you are dealing with here and glad you shared the with me.
Dave D, North Hollywood"

https://twitter.com/advanced7s

https://domainwho.is/advanced7s.com

http://www.naturalvitalityresearch.com/health-news/

http://www.naturalvitalityresearch.com/health-news/

"It's funny that I had never heard of Advanced7s Weight Loss System before but I later
learned R......... D........ and Lyn Jullien swear by it. So let me save you some heartbreak. 

Subscribe to the Advanced7s Weight Loss System. This is the exact formula that I used to
get my perfect weight"

ITS GAME OVER for these people...

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 06:07

Nice one, Men Scryfa. Thanks.
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Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 04:55

Reply

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 05:59

CHILD ABUSE IN KIWI

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/11388962/New-Zealand-judge-
set-to-chair-child-abuse-inquiry.html

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 06:13

You'll find him up at Christ Church School on Wednesdays "doing sex" to the 20 "special"
children.

Mothers who do not know - and there are good parents at CCS who are not involved - do not
understand that they are not part of the privileged group of "20 special children" who are
abused by governors, teachers, parents, social workers (Cafcass), police people, Ricky
Dearman, school nurse and other locals. 

Ricky Dearman is the leader of the cult in that area.

Reply

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 01:11

My kids is supposedly one of the 'special kids' that he is 'doing sex to'. Happily for
me all these claims are just BS and I have a happy, well nourished kid that loves
the school and all of his mates there. There's no cult. There's no abuse. There's
just a school that its the Top 10 primary schools in England. The two kids don't
go to that school anymore. They don't go because they were taken into care.
Just as they were being taken into care these allegations were published. Why?
You join the dots.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 04:33

Troll alert.

Anonymous 9 February 2015 at 13:49

If your kid is one of the 'special kids' then you must be one of the 'special
parents'. Of course then it does not happen.

Anonymous 9 February 2015 at 16:38

Anon 1:11 there is no way I would keep my children in a school that had such
allegations. Either you are so blind or you are a troll.

Anonymous 10 February 2015 at 02:02

Anon 16:38
Either blind or a troll? I'm neither.
You have a Mother that's incapable of looking after her kids, and a boyfriend
that is weird and gets stoned the whole time. They've made up spectacular
allegations agains the school and the whole community. 
Your reaction? Pull the kids out of school and live in fear.
My reaction? Understand the facts and accept it for what it is. Even talking
about it on here gives the story a tiny % of credibility. It's utter BS.

Anonymous 11 February 2015 at 14:54

yes Anon 13:49 "a special parent" indeed....ignoring the obvious: rectum scarring
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and your comment!!

Anonymous 12 February 2015 at 06:46

maybe all kids there did not suffer this , but those kids are not crazy , where do
they get stories like that it has to be true to my opinion

Anonymous 12 February 2015 at 10:41

for them to get away with it its better to have it right under the noses of
normality....protected under normality....look at our governments, not all are
against us...

Anonymous 12 February 2015 at 15:57

Pull your pants down if you have nothing to hide, no demonic tats, warts or
herpesvirus sores or moles or in one of you's cases a shepards Bush, all I'm
getting on the web throughout history is people's accounts of not being believed
and ridiculed, glad those kids left us with solid clues

Anonymous 17 February 2015 at 16:47

We cannot believe a word this alleged parent says - could be involved and trying
to cover up. Medical examinations should be demanded and then we can take it
from there. Just because some anon person comes on here and says its BS means
nothing - it could be anyone even the childrens father! We have a duty to listen
to the children and should make no apology about that!

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 06:43

This statue was recently erected in front of a mansion, on West Heath Road, not far from
the Hollycroft Avenue address.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/rodwey2004/13104893513/

Very Eyes Wide Shut. The statue is clearly visible from the street. The house has a very
interesting history. It is called Sarum Chase, and was built in 1932 as the home and studio
of portrait artist Frank O. Salisbury. On 7 June 1968, it was the setting of a photo shoot for
The Rolling Stones, for their Beggars Banquet album. The house was also the setting for a
low-budget horror-glamour 8mm short film, Miss Frankenstein. It was also used for some of
Andy Milligan’s London-based movies such as The Body Beneath and The Rats Are Coming!
The Werewolves Are Here! It also appeared briefly in Disney's live-action movies 101
Dalmatians and 102 Dalmatians as the exterior of Cruella De Vil’s home. Just another piece
of Hampstead History

Reply

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 04:56

You also forget that the Sarum Chase mansion housed a school, the St Vedast's
School for Boys. Many people argue this was a cult and many former students
have reported abuse. Just thought I would add a little more to the history of this
place.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 07:03

Seems like West Heath Road has been and continues to be a focal point in
Hampstead

Anonymous 7 February 2015 at 09:02

First song of 'Beggar's Banquet? 'Sympathy for the Devil'.

8mm was about a snuff film.
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Any links for the reported abuse at that school?

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 04:16

Yes I do have a few links

1. Mr Guttman mentioned in this article worked at the St Verdast school I think
at the time it was located at Sarum Chase. He lived in the Hampstead area.
http://www.esquire.co.uk/culture/features/4226/giles-coren-favourite-
teacher/

2. https://www.tes.co.uk/article.aspx?storycode=2184034

3. http://www.culteducation.com/group/1256-general-assembly/8698-abuse-at-
cult-schools.html

Anonymous 10 February 2015 at 04:03

The artist of the sculpture on the Sarum Chase estate is by the Phillip Jackson.
His work has a very dark under current.
http://www.philipjacksonsculptures.co.uk/Large_works/index.htm
One of the galleries that reprints him is the Catto Gallery on Health Street in
Hampstead village.

Anonymous 18 February 2015 at 16:23

A set of those sculpures is in Milton Keynes as shown in this article about the
film Eyes Wide Shut (scroll halfway down).

http://kentroversypapers.blogspot.co.uk/2006/03/eyes-wide-shut-occult-
symbolism.html

There is a side-by-side photo of one of the sculptures and a character from the
film which attends the ritual. The link to the Satanic ritual makes it all the more
creepy. Coincidence? What might be going on in the neighborhood of those
sculptures in MK?

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 07:10

Reply

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Anon 4 February 2015 at 09:16

Reply

This comment has been removed by the author.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 01:19

It's a little lame to just lift a list of people from the school contact form.

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 10:32

Pinewood Studios [gb] Digital Production Services:

http://www.ramascreen.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/The-Woman-In-Black-2-Angel-
Of-Death-poster1-e1418139091553.jpg

The Woman in Black 2: Angel of Death (2014) - Thriller - 1 January 2015 (UK)

40 years after the first haunting at Eel Marsh House, a group of children evacuated from
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WWII London arrive, awakening the house's darkest inhabitant.

Reply

holliegreig justice 4 February 2015 at 12:35

great post reblogged

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 12:58

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2939129/Two-local-councillors-corrupt-police-
officer-accused-having-sex-victims-Rotherham-abuse-scandal.html

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 16:32

To Anonymous at 09.16.
I've been waiting for you to do what you do best.
Good.

It is clear that the rampant rape of children is institutionalised in Britain and elsewhere,
beyond the eyes wide shut of those who prefer to ignore it as it scares them, no matter
how many children are sacrificed to the Bablylonian Talmud and those it tricks into bowing
down to its evil.

Hampstead is home to such secret societies, as is the City of London, Tel Aviv and anywhere
their acolytes inhabit.

It is a pity that the CSA inquiry in Britain is now to be head by a 'New Zealander'; a country
taken over and led by the Talmudists at the highest levels; a country where common folk
also complain about institutionalised secret child abuse .

Reply

Anonymous 13 February 2015 at 17:16

I agree

Anonymous 10 April 2015 at 02:24

Nz is not lead by Talmudists, Enough talk, the kids are telling the truth we know
that, now what who's taking action, how do people get involved expose these
predators and demand justice be served

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 16:52

Jews at work as usual. HBM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ye0jQ6fQ2Nw

Reply

Anonymous 4 February 2015 at 19:50

To Anon at 09.16 and 07.10.
I've been waiting for you to turn up and do what you do best on the world weird web.

We are Anonymous. We are Legion.

Reply

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 00:25

her first husband was a baronet her second is vice chair of the International
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Equestrian Society. fairly establishment I would think!

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 01:22

To Anon and 09.16, 07.10 and 19.50.

You are one and the same person. Stop it - it's embarrassing.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 03:14

Don't worry - Anonymous have all the information and more than that list.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 03:17

You're wrong.

I posted the info as Anonymous when I am not Anonymous. I then posted it to
Anonymous with a link to Aang. Anonymous made the second comment to
acknowledge via Aagn their receipt of it.

You see, it was hidden in plain sight! We can do that, too, especially those who
know the workings of the web.

Where would the weaving spiders be without them, eh?

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 03:27

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2940328/I-m-Celebrity-Brady-Bunch-star-
McCormick-says-used-seek-refuge-drug-dens-dark-past-resurfaces-struggling-reality-
show.html

Reply

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 03:30

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2938962/The-true-Little-House-story-makes-
splash-US.html

Reply

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 03:39

Cynthia Mckinney: AIPAC is in total control of US Government & few Americans know
anything about it 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDqIeB6s4jA

Reply

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 09:22

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---
The American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) is a Jewish 
special interest group that controls and directs American foreign policy
in the Middle East.

Founded in 1953 by Isaiah L. "Si" Kenen, AIPAC's original name was the American
Zionist Committee for Public Affairs.

SEE:
http://en.academic.ru/dic.nsf/enwiki/122640
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---
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Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 20:40

It does a lot more now than simply control and direct America's Mideast policies.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 03:48

http://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2015/feb/04/rabbi-told-child-sex-abuse-
victim-to-let-it-go-royal-commission-told

Reply

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 03:50

http://therebel.website/en/?option=com_content&view=article&id=835855:avenge-
dresden&catid=376:mike-
king&Itemid=4054&utm_source=newsletter_2743&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=the-
latest-and-best-from-the-rebel-website

Reply

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 07:14

You guys are misunderstanding the boy. The boy said, "they rub until the white stuff comes
out". I believe he was referring to the men that abused him, that the men rub themselves
on him until their white stuff comes out. The interviewer then said "they rub your willy",
and the boy might not have understood what the interviewer meant. Before the question,
the boy said about the rubbing, and don't assume that he meant his privates. He meant the
privates of the men, and the men's "white stuff". He just got confused, he is a child.

Reply

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 11:11

There we go, that makes the best sense. I was trying to imply that above but
just couldn't get the point across. It is the language that this child and his sister
uses that solidifies it for me in my head that ritual abuse did happen. Even if it
was partially scripted from the movie 'Zorro unmasked' as it said in one of the
articles revolving around this case, those children should not have remembered
such details. Obviously there is some coaching which throws an incredible
amount of incredulity to these accounts, which may end up getting these poor
children in much more harms way. Either way, we have to bring coverage to this
case simply to garner enough public attention that they WILL be protected.

Anonymous 5 February 2015 at 12:50

Great suggestion, thanks - that makes things much clearer.

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 01:50

Yes, and thank you both for the discussion of this point. He meant the men's
"white stuff", the men that are abusing him.

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 12:37

I live near Hampstead and am very concerned about what the children have said in the
video's. So much so that i was thinking of reporting the videos to the local police or council
but I don't trust either to not cover up something as horrendous as this, if what the children
say is true. What to do?

Reply

Anonymous 7 February 2015 at 01:25
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Dear 12.37

The cover up is already on. The police and judiciary have had all the information
but are, basically, ignoring it.

There are, however, lots of decent "normal" people around. Do you know any in
your neighbourhood/London with whom you could discuss your concerns and
come up with a plan of action? 

Or you could perhaps support the mother at the Royal Courts of Justice on 16th,
when a secret family court meeting has been scheduled. (Check first that this is
taking place and has not been cancelled). If you go there you might meet other
supporters who share your concerns and could give you ideas about what to do.

Please don't forget that these people are in the minority. Yes, our society faces a
serious problem but that does not mean that it cannot be resolved.

Sabine K McNeill 7 February 2015 at 11:53

Exactly! The veracity of the children's allegations is 'proven' by the depth of
cover-ups and the number of institutions involved: first Barnet Police with
Camden Council, then Barnet Council with Barnet Court and now the High Court
with the Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police. They even got a barrister
from Haringey Council going, too. 

We are indeed in the minority! But since we can't outpower them, we must
outsmart them! 

There are over 200 signatures on the petition now!!!
https://www.change.org/p/the-rt-hon-theresa-may-mp-return-whistleblower-
kids-and-abuse-survivors-of-london-school-to-their-russian-family

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 04:41

Sorry, Sabine, I agree with you in general but not that we are in the minority. We
are, in fact, in the majority. It is the placement of corrupt officials in power and
in the public services that makes it seem as if we are in the minority.

None of the people I know are Satanists....I don't think. I believe/observe that
the majority of people are good and just want to get on with their lives.

Sabine K McNeill 9 February 2015 at 15:05

I just meant that we who are there to support the mother in court in person are
in the minority. In fact, she is expected to be there TOMORROW even though she
and I are supposed to be in 'contempt of court'! 

Meanwhile I keep waiting to hear from Theresa May...

Anonymous 12 February 2015 at 07:11

how do you think a child could invent something like that ? i cant take this

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 14:41

http://radaronline.com/exclusives/2015/02/prince-andrew-sex-slave-fbi-cover-up-jeffrey-
epstein/

Reply

Anonymous 6 February 2015 at 22:50

Two children have come forward with terrible stories of what seems to be Satanic abuse.
They should be believed and this matter should be investigated. It's unbelievable because
normal people cannot comprehend that this horror goes on ever day. You only have to read
the other entries on this blog to realise we live in a very evil world. I believe the kids are
telling the truth. Aanirfan well done for highlighting this.
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Narvi

Reply

Anonymous 9 February 2015 at 13:55

The people who cannot supposedly comprehend this matter are the
perpetrators!

Anonymous 7 February 2015 at 01:35

Yes, thank you Aang.

Reply

Newspaceman 7 February 2015 at 08:43

http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/11-year-old-girl-charged-sexual-assault-
5118698

cheers

Reply

Sabine K McNeill 7 February 2015 at 11:56

https://thecolemanexperience.wordpress.com/2014/10/15/suffer-the-little-children-of-
britain-2/

Reply

Anonymous 12 February 2015 at 02:11

ome very important information which goes some way to explaining how the
legal system works against us. and what we can do about it."

Karl Lentz with some advice under common law for dealing with the CPS
industry

"Don't refer to them as children" - As this gives CPS power over you, and allows
them to operate within their jurisdiction.
Instead you must "demand immediate restoration of property" 

UK Column - Brian Gerrish with Karl Lentz
UK Column - Brian Gerrish with Karl Lentz

Anonymous 7 February 2015 at 15:39

This whole blog is written by the sorry excuse for a mother! Ridiculous

Reply

Anonymous 7 February 2015 at 22:41

What kind of a stupid comment is that?

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 14:21

Is that you AGAIN @15.39 pappa? Bit early no? Usually a little after midnight..

Anonymous 15 February 2015 at 08:05
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Can I make a wish on that gem in your belly, good troll?

Anonymous 7 February 2015 at 17:19

http://www.hamhigh.co.uk/news/crime-
court/hampstead_teacher_walks_free_after_sexually_abusing_nine_year_old_girl_1_166917
0

Undisclosed school in Hampstead where the judge saw fit to hide the teachers identity and
send him back into teaching. Interesting that in court he was petitioned by a load of
parents from the school he was abusing at which helped result in the slap on the wrist from
the courts.

Reply

Anonymous 10 February 2015 at 01:18

'Parents of children on the trip sat in the public gallery to support the teacher,
who pleaded guilty last month to one count of sexual activity with a girl under
the age of 13'
WHAT?!

Anonymous 11 February 2015 at 18:45

They appear to have been there in support of a colleague who may be their
partner in crime, to enhance idea that accidents are possible in prison, for
speakers of the truth whose words could implicate the gang. Cult or not, it's a
criminal gang emerging to public scrutiny. Perhaps the fear of worse than death
could break their phalanx, and disperse their contiguity, so they scatter like
frightened rats, from their dark hiding places.

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 04:27

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2944315/U-turn-police-force-says-chief-
constable-investigation-handling-sex-abuse-allegations-WON-T-quit.html

Reply

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 04:34

http://breakingdownthnews.blogspot.co.uk/2015/02/shocking-this-is-serious-satanic-
child.html

Reply

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 04:35

http://latest.com/2015/02/children-hunted-killed-trying-escape-rape-dungeon-notorious-
florida-boys-school/

Reply

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 04:37

weird? NOT

http://www.exaronews.com/articles/5476/leon-brittan-buried-in-unmarked-grave-in-very-
private-funeral

Reply

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 06:26

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nT940i2ne6w
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Creepy scene from the Leo Asemota film, Palindrome, which the father was in.
I'm still to locate the actual part he appeared in called Race.

Reply

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 11:48

at last the truth of what David Icke has been saying all along/and the stories coming out
from the international common law court at the Hague about the worldwide ancient
sataniic practice called the 9th CIRCLE

Reply

Anonymous 8 February 2015 at 13:45

I have NEVER encountered the level of censorship that I have trying to report on this
incident in my entire life anywhere than I have at the LunaticOutpost Forum. Although
there are a few Mod changes and the veracity of my first report may have ventured too far
into speculation, every attempt at creating a thread for discussion is thwarted for reasons
of 'libel'. Other posters have attempted as well and have also failed. The website is based
in the Netherlands. Owned by a Marco Zwaneveld. It seems that anything ever mentioned
about 'satanism' is met by a crowd of harassers. This incident has triggered a string of other
bizarre incidences here. I wonder if Anonymous can come and inspect.

Reply

Anon 8 February 2015 at 22:09

The spooks control all the key forums.

- Aangirfan.

Anonymous 10 February 2015 at 08:42

Indeed, they won't let posts even appear in the thread that was 1) never pinned,
and 2) difficult to find. Keeps disappearing. Mods. Yes.

Anonymous 11 February 2015 at 03:17

hitting the same walls...this is the most resistance ive ever had... 

of interest.... Hampstead Parochial PRIMARY school sex ed policy!! PLEASE
SHARE. 

http://www.hampsteadprim.camden.sch.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2013/03/Relationships-and-Sex-Policy.pdf

Susan B 12 February 2015 at 06:22

Wednesday 4 February 2015 in News 

WILTSHIRE’S top police officer has announced he will retire from the force in
May in the midst of an ongoing investigation into the way he handled historic
sexual abuse allegations.

In September the Independent Police Complaints Commission launched an
inquiry into an alleged cover-up of information regarding allegations made in
2008 and 2009, which included looking at the conduct of Chief Constable Pat
Geenty.

It was said that in 2009, a then detective inspector and detective constable,
having examined the way the force dealt with the sexual abuse allegations,
withheld information from the complainants as to the extent of the force’s
failings.

It is also alleged Mr Geenty, then the Assistant Chief Constable, withheld
information and misled the complainants. The investigation is proceeding but if
Mr Geenty is no longer a serving officer by the time they report their findings,
he will not be subject to a gross misconduct panel.
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A spokesman for the IPCC said further interviews will be conducted in relation to
Mr Geenty and the two other officers.

“Our investigation is ongoing. All three officers were served with gross
misconduct notices in September 2014 and were interviewed by IPCC
investigators the following month, “ the inspector said.

....followed by U-turn as police force says chief constable under investigation
over handling of sex abuse allegations WON'T quit
Wiltshire Police perform major U-turn on Chief Constable's retirement 
Pat Geenty said he was retiring in May, three years before end of contract
He is under investigation by IPCC about his handling of sex abuse case
But now the force say he can't quit until the investigation is complete 

Anonymous 9 February 2015 at 00:52

Contact family services and social work (MASH)

Multi-agency Safeguarding Hub (Camden Council)
Websitewww.camden.gov.uk/safeguardingPhone020 7974 3317, 020 7974 6600 or 020 7974
4094 (9am to 5pm). Out of hours: 020 7974 4444 DetailsThe multi-agency safeguarding hub
(MASH) is the front door service for children in need services provided by social workers and
other professionals, including child protection. It also provides an out of hours service and a
social work service at the Royal Free Hospital and University College London hospitals.
Visits by appointment only please. Original sourceInformation taken from Cindex local
information database

Reply

Dee 9 February 2015 at 20:38

and again, the picture with Bohemian Grove where all the sit politicians go and do there
nasty shit and so-called "faked ritual sacrifice killing of a human"...but the video on
youTube with audio has whoever they are sacrificing screaming there head off in pain, and
then not a sound...Bush nor any other will mention anything about what goes on
there....there was another video done with reporters trying to ask the rich asses that go
there exactly what they do...the reply from one "NONE OF YOUR DAMNED BUSINESS!"

Reply

Anonymous 10 February 2015 at 02:26

https://www.facebook.com/abraham.christie.1
the boyfriend and ella draper

Reply

Anonymous 10 February 2015 at 11:01

They are mocking the allegations:

http://afterthekidsleave.com/2015/02/06/thank-reptilian-overlords/

I find the trivializing reaction rather odd to be perfectly honest. If these things were being
said about me I don't think I would be quite so blase.

Reply

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 03:50

Wendy and Karen Irvine provide us with perfect examples of the great
brainwashed masses. Although we have a chance here to highlight deep concern
regarding criminal child snatching by the state in the UK someone who
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inadvertently provides some insight into the interests of a related party finds
themselves able only to deal with such with total cynicism.

Anonymous 10 February 2015 at 18:12

There are so many dots being connected here, it's shocking. I must say the man filming asks
stupid questions in a very non sensitive way, that said it's very clear these children have
been abused. 
I think all people want is for this to be properly investigated which seems highly unlikely
given how far up the chain this appears to go.
I feel that we need to have a few clear demands:
1. Who is investigating this case? 
2. Why is mainstream media avoiding this story?

Has anyone arranged any protests or contacted the school, any formal statements made?
Surely, head teacher would have made a statement by now rejecting the claims?

Reply

Anonymous 14 February 2015 at 03:48

The way they were questioned is actually about right. My daughter disclosed to
me that she was abused and when she did so I had to hide the horror and speak
in a very casual way whilst being told of her watching porn where 'a man must
have had water from the tap in his willy because he squirted it in a womans
mouth' and what she was made to do. I didn't want to make her think she had
done something wrong by telling me or worry her into silence. If I show anger
she will think it is her who has mad me cross or sadness she will think she has
upset me see? Only after I got the full story could I cuddle her and explain and
give proper reassurance. The problem with people believing it is that as I have
learned, it is easier to believe a child is lying than it is to face up to the horror
of what happened.

ElveTwelve 11 February 2015 at 08:14

Broadcast of the First German Network ARD about satanic child abuse torturing sacrifice
rituals and even more horrible stuff. taking place in France

with connections to marc dutroux with connections to jimmy savill and so on and on and on

!!!!!warning extremely horrible graphic content!!!!! not for childeren

http://youtu.be/69f39WTLQ_E

Reply

Anonymous 11 February 2015 at 19:24

Looks like on huge group operating across Germany, France, Belgium,
Netherlands, and I suspect probably Austria. You really believe Josef Fritzl
operated completely alone for over 20 years? He HAD to have been running
other dungeons with girls other than his daughter, and made money by selling
them sexually. Natascha Kampusch also taken in Austria, may have been on of
several or many taken by her captor, Wolfgang Priklopil, who supposedly killed
himself, when she escaped. I feel strongly that the 'Fall Pascal' at the Tosa-
Klause bar, dear the French border was involved. Pascal's body was said to have
been dumped across the French border near some bulldozer pit. The kids in both
the French and German SRA documentaries describe each other's countries, or
people from there, and the Germans speak of being taken to the Wewelburg
near Paderborn GER in the castle dungeon, chained and abused where US Army
Psyops expert and high up Intelligence officer, a former Church of Satan member
(Magister?), and founder of the Temple of Set, and SS aficionado Michael Aquino
writes on his website, that he did a ritual to call up the spirit of Heinrich
Himmler, who made Wewelsburg a spiritual capital for the SS, with it's own slave
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labor camp. Aquino was named by some witnesses as a major player in the
Franklin Coverup scandal, also acting bag man for the underage sex and drug
trafficking ring money in part going to support the US congress support banned
Nicaraguan Contras, which ban Oliver North and a covert shadow group of CIA
drug traffickers and arms traffickers, even dealt restricted Stinger missiles to
Iran, in exchange for holding US hostages past the end of the Carter vs Reagan
election time. Terrorism, drugs, the sex trafficking of children and teens, and
the blackmail based corruption that comes with it, is the order of the day, the
week, the month, and the years. Government business as normal. It's time the
People went cloak and dagger, you think?

Anonymous 11 February 2015 at 18:00

Been going on for centuries https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=jewish+satanic+child+sacrifice

Reply

Anonymous 12 February 2015 at 07:42

This is fucking sick I've lived in Hampstead and work in the royal free hospital all happened
around the corner from me

Reply

Catherine Hughes 13 February 2015 at 00:48

I pray the truth revealed by these brave children can begin the process of jailing these sick
perpetrators however they too were children groomed once. We must be prepared to
support the victims of this horrendous culture.

Reply

Anonymous 13 February 2015 at 06:56

I believe these children. Even if they had been told what to say, for them to go so in depth
with what they have been through. The mother and stepfather surely wouldn't have gone
into such detail and the kids wouldn't have remembered so much stuff. I'm deeply disturbed
by this and have messaged a friend of mine in the police where I live to ask for advice on
what I personally can do to help these innocent children. Surely the adults accused should
be examined to see if their personal distinguishing marks match the children's allegations.
Anyone with children (unless involved themselves) would be horrified to hear of this and
would want proof from the adults involved that they don't have the marks etc that these
kids are describing. Surely that would prove or disprove what these children are saying. If I
was one of those alleged to have committed such a terrible act and knew I was innocent
then I would prove it by showing that I didn't have such marks. 
I'm really, really, scared for all of our children's futures if anyone can say they are lying
without proof of innocence.
Is it just a coincidence that the school website isn't available due to maintenance issues
just as all of this is made public? 
Rachel

Reply

LSU Beastmode 24 June 2016 at 22:28

I agree with you. They should WANT to clear their names. I sure would. And the
little girl never stops to look like she has to think up a good response. They
aren't smiling like they are getting away with something. And honestly if a little
kid was confronted by a police man (remembering when I was confronted by one
for the first time) they would be very nervous lying to the police in fear of
getting in trouble and even if they weren't that scared they would be stumbling
on their words with A LOT LESS detail. The little girl you can tell is recalling all
these places from her photographic memory. She is positioning herself at
different angles to make it easier for her brain to describe the rooms better. If
she was lying, her hands would not be moving around pointing and the "memory"
doors, they would be by her side and sitting back thinking about a fictional place
to describe. This is true on their behalf. I think the boy made up a little about
the parties, but the abuse is real. Something needs to be done. This town has
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already been in the news for a child molester at the same school and a witch
coven in high stead or whatever that High place is called. These people are sick.
And you are right I don't understand why more has not been done as far as
confronting the accused. They made Micheal Jackson show his Willie when a
child said he saw it with no proof. Why not the others in this case? Something is
foul a foot. I hope we as the concerned can bring more of this to light and
remove any sick people that may be involved in this.

Anonymous 13 February 2015 at 14:36

Isn't it the case that it's a created mixture of truth and lies? Perhaps the abuse took place
and that is the truth...it was when the kids went into care that they were coached to say
all of the other stuff. When the Police investigate the wilder claims they predictably find
nothing and so can close the case. Or is it just me praying too hard that no Mother would
allow her kids to believe in a fantasy created by a boyfriend? Whatever the truth is I hope
you will join me in Praying for those children. I send them all my love.

Reply

Irina Radchenko 13 February 2015 at 20:51

Reply

This comment has been removed by the author.

Anonymous 14 February 2015 at 00:13

BREAK THE SILENCE!!!

Reply

Susan B 14 February 2015 at 04:16

best analysis of childrens behaviour in the videos here https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7PqGM1-LmoM&feature=youtu.be

Reply

Anonymous 16 February 2015 at 16:42

this is REALLY happening more places than you and I could ever imagine!!! check out also
the story of spiritual teacher Teal Swan!!! People please please wake up and share!!

SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE VICTIME SPEAKS OUT !!! Teal Swan, The Spiritual Catalyst:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVpsMBeTjHY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ucveJR5yEW8

Ritual Sexual Slavery and Unlocked Consciousness with Teal Swan:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvFYcClwxN0

Reply

Anonymous 18 February 2015 at 06:27

We need to raise our voices for these children!!

Reply

Yeff 18 February 2015 at 09:15

At least here in the states we have justice at some sort poor kids my heart and prayers goes
to them

Reply

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 04:04

In the UK every level of government and the judiciary close ranks on the public
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all the time. Most likely promoted through freemasonry or they have been told
to from the likes of PM Blair. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46qs2GFteVQ

Anonymous 6 May 2015 at 12:21

No, the children in the states are not getting justice Anonymous 04:04

There are millions, what about Prince Andrews latest, Cathy O Brien's abusers in
high office!

I wish the children in the states were being protected but they are not.

Anonymous 18 February 2015 at 14:23

just a note seems Katy Forsdyke Headteacher's face book page shows her recent interest in
Tattoo removal technology i wonder why any ideas?
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100004723458708
https://www.facebook.com/PicoSure?pnref=lhc.recent

Reply

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 02:34

DUH!! My bad....I see now that she 'liked' a tattoo removal system. You didn't
point this out. I'm going to get a screen shot of both her profile and the 'like'
profile regarding the tattoo removal procedure. Could she REALLY be THAT
stupid!? Or does she feel that confident that she can post such a thing and it not
matter. I suppose she could be THAT mentally Ill (obviously she IS that mentally
deranged if the allegations are true). Maybe she didn't realize Facebook would
betray her like that!! 

That IS weird!!!!!!! Thanks for posting and please forgive my challenge earlier.

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 05:37

Sorry, Anon @14.23 I don;t think that that is KF's FB. She does not use FB, I
believe.

You will, however, find at Katy Forsdyke registered at an address in BR1 who MAY
be her.

When examining these people we have to be meticulous so we don't implicate
anyone who is not involved.

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 05:51

Yeah because that is really her page.....sigh.....

Anonymous 18 February 2015 at 22:34

To all the people who claim: "Phew! The POLICE are involved so everything is OK" take a
look at the following link I provide....it is USA based, but I don't think that humans on that
side of the planet are any different than humans in the America. Look at how long the list
is! It just gets longer, and longer, and longer as time passes. 'Judges, cops, police chiefs,
secret service, agents, members of law enforcement found guilty of sexually abusing
children' (were the list to include adults who have been sexually abused no telling how long
the list would be!!!)

http://www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=100:pedophile-and-child-porn-cops-all-
years&catid=1:latest-news&Itemid=50
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Anonymous 18 February 2015 at 23:31

Police failed to properly investigate allegations of sexual abuse in Nottinghamshire
children's homes, a former senior social worker has said. Police have received more than
100 complaints of abuse since starting to investigate the homes in 2010. But the social
worker said reports she made in the 1990s were not believed because of the children's
backgrounds. Police and Crime Commissioner Paddy Tipping said: "Historically, victims
haven't been listened to enough." Mr Tipping, who was a social worker in Nottinghamshire in
the 1970s, was interviewed as a witness in December. 'Listen to victims' Speaking to BBC
Radio 4's Today Programme, the former social worker - who wished to remain anonymous -
said she made three complaints as recently as the early 2000s after children disclosed
sexual abuse to her. "The difficulty that we had was that the residential staff would deny it.
They would provide alibis for each other," she said. "The children or the young people:
Where were they going to go? Even if we moved them... the staff moved around."
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Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 03:09

https://vid.me/fXlt

police interview before the 360°
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Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 03:55

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yF1mH6YIi2c

Reply

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 04:20

Great Article
The writing is on the wall..
In 2012 check out the WTF? reaction of MANY of parents at an un-named Hamstead primary
school do when one of the teachers gets caught sexually abusing a 9 year old girl??? WTF
they go to court in his DEFENCE claiming the teacher a “stalwart” and said: “This was so
completely out of character that I cannot believe I am standing here even to discuss it.”
here's the article judge for yourself...
I cant help but wonder weather there is a link between the large amount of folk belonging
to a particular religous cult living in and around hamstead and what appears to be
organised satanic sexual abuse?? Sabbat Sabbath Saturday Saturns day... Satans day..... ????
here is a copy of a comment an anonomous reader left on another thred but it
complements my question perfectly.. thanks and respect to the Author
Reference the epidemic of child abuse sweeping the world:
It is difficult for us to deal with it as it is led by the Talmud whose adherents in the upper
levels of finance, government, law, media and education believe secretly that it is
perfectly acceptable behaviour - and only abhorred by the non-jews who must be managed
into accepting it.

'Homosexuality with a male child under the age of nine years and a day is not punishable
(Sanhedrin 54b-55a,). Scholar Rabbi Dr. Freedman's clear statement of the doctrine:
Sodomising a boy aged less than nine years and one day is not against Talmudic law;
intercourse with a girl less than the age of four is permitted. No guilt is incurred by the
adult. Samuel makes three the minimum age for a girl to be a 'concubine' or 'wife' for sex.
— Rabbi Dr. Freedman (21)

Moses set this precedent by urging the killing of all the adults captured by the Hebrews, but
they could keep the children for themselves.

Our problem in most places is that pederasty and sex with children is considered wrong, by
our ways. But the Talmudic and Kabala jews permit it and spread it wherever they can get
away with it.
That explains the sexualisation of children in jew-controlled places, eg entertainment, the
media, education, and the advance of the Paedophile Information Exchange in Britain under
Thatcher's jew dominated government, eg Brittan and others - and the Labour Party under
the likes of known boy rapist, Labour peer Greville Janner, Vice President of the World
Congress of Jews and President of the British jew Board of Deputies when he was at the
height of his offending in Britain, by British law - but perfectly acceptable to his Talmudic
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law.

http://www.hamhigh.co.uk/news/crime-
court/hampstead_teacher_walks_free_after_sexually_abusing_nine_year_old_girl_1_166917
0

Reply

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 06:09

Ricky Dearman has companies registered at Finchly road as do another 25000 companies
alot of mps registered there too research Gordon bowdon and John Pattersons work about
boiler rooms

Reply

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 06:14

http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/private-armies/

Reply

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 06:54

I saw Ricky Dearman business activities from 2008 onwards: weight-loss scams,
'underground actors' recruiting, Green Schools Promotions. He's 
a 'humna resources' hunter, so to speak.

Nothing to see here, Moms. Move along.

http://www.mumsnet.com/Talk/primary/a2305134-Christchurch-school-Hampstead

Reply

Anonymous 20 February 2015 at 00:53

Just tried to open the mumsnet link you posted, and guess what? The thread has
been deleted. What were they talking about?

Anonymous 20 February 2015 at 06:17

More or less nothing. That's the second page with an honest person - a mother
probably - asking about this.

Both pages are about mothers or females in general.

Both have been expunged, deleted or ignored.

Same for the many threads on various forums. Here's my hint: if you find a forum
on current events that has NO DISCUSSION on this, that's a proof that the forum
is heavily manipulated.

Anonymous 20 February 2015 at 10:19

The local paper, the Ham&High finally had some coverage on this story this
week. But mainly focused on The council's urgency to get the videos off the
Internet. Did not name the school. Also, the story is noticeably absent from it's
website. I assume the reason for this is that people can comment on stories
online, and they want to prevent it. One story, and then move on.

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 09:19

It's absolutely true, it's absolutely happened. How can children "make up" such horrid
detalis?
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Anonymous 20 February 2015 at 06:15

To me the striking point is:
1- Mother saying specific names, places.
2-School site: DOWN!

That's the most convincing issue. They deleted some trails.

holliegreig justice 19 February 2015 at 09:54

REBLOGGED

Reply

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 12:18

The mark of zorro logo is identical to harry potters scar and the ziggy stardust logo..and
can be seen as the nordic runes(Eldar Futhark Runes)for either Yew Tree or Sun.It has been
seen before as a symbol associated with mind control projects and the far right fascists in
Europe.Great work everyone apart from mr and mrs troll of NW3.The drum beats quicken
and the bright lights thicken...x
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Anonymous 20 February 2015 at 06:13

kiSS Logo ?
I was made for loving you baby...

Danny Cahalin 19 February 2015 at 14:48

REBLOGGING MY FRIEND. looking at the Jordan deal we have one of the convicted back at it
here....http://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2014/12/09/convicted-child-molester-charged-
with-abusing-another-foster-child/

Reply

Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 15:52

Thanks for sharing all this, just one small point, something caught my eye, that horrible
wire sculpture of the tortured looking baby, according to the website featuring it, its infact
by created by Judith Jeffrey not Roz Evans Flagg just to clarify. Not that it makes much
difference, its so minor in the scheme of the rest of this. 

I also find it strange that people are saying its too far fetched to be true… if two children
had said 5 years ago that Jimmy Saville was having his way with dead bodies people would
have said the same and yet we know that not made up. Its a sad fact that in this society
nothing is too far fetched

Reply

afterthekidsleave 3 March 2015 at 05:59

As the authors of the post about Ms Evans Flagg, we'd like to say the following:
if, as aangirfan says above, "There is no suggestion that any of these people are
involved in anything improper", then how about deleting the photos and the link
to my blog? It's silly to keep the photos up, especially as the "horrible wire
sculpture" you mention, is made by a different artist. Don't worry, the minute
we have anything satanic to post, we'll be sure you let you know.
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Anonymous 19 February 2015 at 20:46

I watched the youtube reel of Ricky Dearman 'acting'. He's a HORRIBLE actor and clearly
thinks a lot of himself as does every sociopath. His eyes are so empty. Had I never heard of
this situation and had viewed his acting reel- I would've gotten the same impression. He's
got serious issues. I'm wondering what drugs he is on. He's got some dark shit going on
inside.

Reply

Anonymous 20 February 2015 at 17:22

I think it is simple what has happened here. The children were shared in a cuckolding and
sex-ring, but they were also drugged and hypnotized to as to distort their memories. Also,
the father works in Hollywood, so the "baby-sacrifices" are in all probability special effects
tricks done in poor lighting that seem totally real to these drugged and young children.

Reply

Kathryn Holland 27 March 2015 at 04:40

Wow, so simple. Why didn't anyone think of asking you initially what actually
happened? because I'm assuming you were there? I'm just amazed how people
come forward with a story of what happened when they obviously don't know. Of
course no babies died.. that just doesn't happen in our society. Duh. Wake up
and smell the coffee.

Kathryn Holland 27 March 2015 at 04:46

Of course, so simple. Why didn't we think of asking you initially what went down
because you were obviously there? I'm just amazed at how many people will give
their account of what really happened as if it's anything more then their story.
Babies weren't killed no, that just can't happen, the kids must have been making
that up, it's drugs and movie tricks. How about an actual investigation..

Anonymous 20 February 2015 at 17:23

Aangirfan - read page 8 http://edition.pagesuite-professional.co.uk/Launch.aspx?
eid=22d718fe-ee2a-4deb-9b64-a1d03976df0d
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Anonymous 20 February 2015 at 17:34

I hate to be the typical Anomytard here, but I consider that the Church of Scientology may
well be involved here,
as they not only practise hypnosis and memory-confusion-tactics,
but also spy on their members, keep tabs on their sexual proclivities,
and, out of the mouth of the „prophet“ himself, blackmail them thereby.
I am not a super-hacker so this is only speculation. I leave it to you.

Reply

Anonymous 27 February 2015 at 10:00

Even if the children recanted their stories (maybe they were brainwashed to do so, or
maybe they were brainwashed to tell the story in the first place) the fact remains the
children had scarring in the rectum from sexual abuse. IT IS A FACT THESE CHILDREN WERE
SEXUALLY ABUSED. The only thing in question is, who is responsible. From what I've read, it
could be either the father, or the boyfriend (interviewer). Is there an open investigation?
someone needs to be held accountable.
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Anonymous 7 March 2015 at 15:57

Such scarring can be caused by things other than rape. And where is the
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evidence anyway?

Anonymous 27 February 2015 at 10:20

"The medical reports make horrific reading as the children are examined for anal abuse (it
is confirmed - with scarring)." & "The Police, however, 'closed the case' as 'no crime
confirmed'." HELLO!!! This is absolutely ridiculous!!! There has been a crime confirmed,
children have scarring from anal sex! They were raped!

Reply

Prout Scandinavia 27 February 2015 at 18:11

I lived couple of years in that area in London, quite wild area. Here my letter to cannibal
Dearman, I don't find his email address to send straight to him;
http://proutscandinavia.blogspot.com/2015/02/letter-to-cannibal-dearman.html

Reply

TyrannyNews 28 February 2015 at 05:42

I hope my talk is helpful to those discussing this issue here. In this report, we cover the
current status of the story, the children & the adults involved. We share some possible
leads, provide unique analysis and suggest actions that might lead to a resolution.
http://youtu.be/yCGCpk27wRo
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Anonymous 3 March 2015 at 23:51

I have always thought the young boy believed all he was saying as truth. The video of him
on 17th also seemed to be his genuine response, so not easy to say anything categorically.
For that reason alone, I despair of how people have allowed the names and addresses of so
many people, including those of the children's classmates, to be put on the net.
As much as I am appalled that children with signs of abuse could have the case closed, I
still don't think anyone can be so certain of everything that was said to publish names and
addresses. Do you people never ever have any doubt? These are the worst things anyone
could be accused of! You can't just point the finger at people as if the case has been
proven. One day someone might do that to you and you would then know how pernicious it
is. 
I plead with all sites who carry these videos to be responsible. You will need to find some
way of maskimg the audio where names and addreses are said aloud. 
And no way should addresses and names be written down for public access. It is an
incitement to violence. As long as the MacKenzie Friends have this information so that it is
not lost, then that is the only thing that matters.
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David Howard 10 March 2015 at 10:26

Wake Up World https://www.facebook.com/joinwakeupworld/posts/855144387864468

Reply

Stone Hobbit 21 March 2015 at 13:06

Great article. Here are a few more:

How Judges are controlled through pedophilia: When Pedophile Judges Fear Exposure
http://www.rense.com/general81/rxk.htm

How Crown corporations cover-up pedophilia: Conflicting interests?
http://www.stuff.co.nz/sunday-star-times/features/4069062/Conflicting-interests

The Crowns involvement with pedophilia: The Prince and the Pedophile: Charles'
Connections to Pedophilia Networks
http://www.activistpost.com/2012/11/the-prince-and-pedophile-charles.html

Why are crown own corporations using individuals to write how it deals with sexually
abused sensitive claimants when these people, such as Felicity Goodyear-Smith, have
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known connections to pedophiles and child trafficking groups (or cults such as the Bert
Potter Centrepoint cult) which have operated in New Zealand? Is acc designed to protect
certain people's own interests? Ask questions.

Children's Whistleblowing Testimony on Satanic Sex Cult in Hampstead London UK 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xch78BdHhm4

Reply

Anonymous 1 April 2015 at 01:21

The police are covering it up, and to release footage of the children is bad!!!
they are in care the mother can't see them but the dad can???? BIG COVER UP!! Anonymous
please do all you can to bring these sickos out!!

Reply

Sabine K McNeill 1 April 2015 at 01:52

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCj5pCg3P1s

Reply

Anonymous 17 April 2015 at 08:21

http://www.hamhigh.co.uk/news/crime-
court/decision_not_to_prosecute_hampstead_peer_lord_janner_is_wholly_perverse_says_p
olice_chief_1_4036841
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Anthony Kirby 21 April 2015 at 16:09

These poor kids have anal scarring as a result of rape! Why have none of the teachers
mentioned by these children given a full examination to prove they had no such markings
on their bodies? If I was accused of something so fantastic I would be the first to proclaim
my innocence by proving that I dont. This does not sound like a satanic panic Salem witch
hunt as much as it sounds like a blatant satanic cover up! Disgusting!

Reply

Sapna Kapoor 25 June 2015 at 03:24

Ritual sexual abuse is not confined to the Satanic seat of power, it has filtered down
through society, from the top to the bottom, to a local level. People regarded as upstanding
members of the community, often in influential positions, are involved in paedophilia and
their respectable public face is far removed from their sordid private lives. They are
operating in our schools, churches, hospitals and even the council.

In the 1990's, senior staff members in Lambeth council were producing pornographic
material of a "sadistic, bestial and paedophile" nature in the basement of the housing
department, where they knew they would not be interrupted. A female member of staff
disclosed how she was subjected to a rape on council premises "of horrendous proportions"
which she was still suffering serious injuries from one month later. She described being
raped alongside children and animals by senior figures in the council.

The findings of a report which included rape, assault and posession of indecent images of
children, was never formally investigated by the police at the time or made public. Bulic
Forsythe, a housing manager who told a colleague he was about to 'spill the beans' was
found three days later, bludgeoned to death in his burnt out flat. The BBC's crimewatch
launched an appeal for information, like they didn't already have the answers.

Bulic's daughter, who was born three months after his murder said, "It's really clear the fear
that operated in the council - it seems from the report my father felt that fear," she added,
he was scared that if he moved jobs "people in power could still get to him." He clashed
with an individual who held a senior position and is named in the report as the head of this
ring.
ALOKA UST-5546 
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Anonymous 28 October 2015 at 15:27
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Expose... expose..... and keep exposing ......
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horselover phat 23 March 2016 at 15:31

http://subliminalsynchrosphere.blogspot.com/2016/03/eyes-wide-shut-paedo-files.html

Reply

LSU Beastmode 24 June 2016 at 21:59

I 100% believe this is a cover up. I hear children make up stories. They involve fantasy like
"then a big ghost or devil flies down and he is on fire"....these kids are too knowledgable.
The fact that no wants to clear their name. The way the little girl stops the interviewer if
he gets something crossed that she is explaining to him to correct him. My brother had his
step children make up false alegations using their real father as a coach. They said my
brother urinated on them which was actually pretend and they knew as they were all
having a water balloon fight. When the father heard them saying something about him
urinating on them, he ran with it. The story changed a million times. First it was he
urinated on them, then he plays with himself in front of them, then those were canceled
and it became he just walks around them naked in the house. Needless to say without a BIT
of evidence...my brother can no longer go ANYWHERE near them and they are living with
their shitty father now. So the fact this father can still see the children is VERY strange.
Also the foster carer as heard the's children point out vasoline in a drug store and heard
them say is that what they use in my bottom? If you leave your kids in this school you must
have something wrong with you. The kids speak too smoothly about this. And that they
made it up after watching Mask of Zorro is retarded. I've never seen a Mask of Zorro episode
that had plastic strap on Willies and little babies being drained of blood and eaten. Wake
up people. I feel like another guy that posted on here and want to travel myself over there
and infiltrate these wackos just to call them out on it. And if I saw ANYTHING like this
happening I'd take matters into my own hands and rid the earth of the evil they are bringing
down on it. Good luck with your misplaced optimism in these so called elite members of
society. Have yall nor forgot about the news article about the witch coven from Highgate?
That is 100% true?! It's a fact. That place has some real sickos there. And if you were any
such of a decent human being you'd at least keep the father and anyone who had contact
with these kids before the accusations way way way away from them. Sad day in
Hampstead people.

Reply

Mind Space Apocalypse 29 August 2016 at 04:34

http://j.mp/HampsteadCoverup 
The Child Abuse, Trafficking, Rape, Pornography, and Murder is completely out-of-fucking-
control. It goes on with no problems because of the rich and powerful people involved in it.
Or in poorer countries where they take kids for these activities protect their "child farms"
with armed guards that will just kill you if you try anything. This should be A HUGE issue
that's talked about on a daily basis instead of the nonsense that the news talks about, but
it's all swept under the rug. Sickening

Reply

Cory Wichman 7 October 2016 at 15:45

This is retarded lol

Reply
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